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Thomas T. Wilson is described in the preface of this book as "probably the best-
known unknown painter in the Northwest." This book brings to light the private

career of a masterful Pacific Northwest artist.

The bold lyricism and originality of Wilson's work is revealed in his vibrant land-

scapes. He is also a prolific portraitist, who captured Seattle society after the
dramatic impact of the 1962 World's Fair, a period which saw significant growth
in the cityt art scene. Many of the people who were a part of this pre-Microsoft

flourishing are Wilson's subjects.

This collection of portraits, self-portraits, and landscapes promises to be a

revelation to all those unfamiliar with the many facets of the artist and his work.

Clothbound, S39.00

Thomas
T,Wilson
Paintings

Essays by

Sally Hayman
and
Peter Simpson
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For Printed Brochure wirh Price ancl Service Schedule
, Call 206.525.3500 or Email pisarto@ttzolink.com

online portfolio can be viewed at tltzttzu.pisanostudio.cofft
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As the magazine for the contemporary Northwest design community, the mission of ARCADE is to provide an independent voice for civic discussion, and a
ptatform to explore and promote quatity design in the buitt environment.

ARCADE is published quarterly by the Northwest ArchitecturaI League, a not-for-profit educationaI organization. Donations to ARCADE are tax-deductibte.

Contents O 2004, Northwest ArchitecturaI League and ARCADE except as otherwise noted. Att opinions expressed are those of the authors. We make every
effort to ensure accuracy, but neither ARCADE nor its votuntders or officers of the Northwest ArchitecturaI League witt be hetd tiabte for errors.

Editoriat content is guided by the Editoriat Committee.

Ideas for artictes may be sent to info@arcadeiourna[.com. We also invite news, catendar entries of interest to the design community, and suggestions for
New Work-a[[ of which may be sent to the editors listed here.

To advertise in ARCA'DE, please contact Diane Con"r"rerse at zo6 g?t S596 or diane@arcadejournal.com.
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Move Over Alvar Aalto;Northwest Biennial: Buildlngwise vlcTpRIA REED

ULI Seattle Seeks Consensus KELLY MANN

The Good Sit xurHen MAclllrosH

Jeddeloh Residence, Molalla Oregon l0HN cAVA

20O4 Northwest lnyitational Product Design Concepts I0sH K0RNFELD

What Do You Do With This Building? ennenRA swlFT

A Journey Through Space loHN FLEMING

Here is Urban cHARLES MUDEDE

Seattle's Thick and Messy Edge cARY MooN + IULIE PARRETT

The Universlty of Washington Tacoma, the Arts, and Urbanism lutte ilIcotETTA

Santiago Calatrava: The Architect's Studlo

Narrative Sketching in Ghile srEvE BULt

New York: City as Mise en Sc&ne mlcHAEL BURNs

On Architectural Criticism

The Architect of Vancouverism: Arthur Erickson at 80 TREVoR BoDDY

l've Stopped Dreaming About Sheri Olson RoN vAN DER vEEN

ACIIOTII: BETTER CITY

Somewhere around mile 17,574 of their national tour, Seattle's own action: better city drove through

the looking glass and stumbled across the not-so-ordinary town of Gentryville, Missouri. Hear one

man's cautionary tale of a small town that dared to dream big.
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Move Over Aluar Aalto Phit lacobson, FAIA, first started designing "objects" in 1958 when he was searching
for the right light fixtures for a proiect he was working on. He and Tom Wimmer, then head of Seattte Lighting,
went to work in the basement of the Second Avenue Seattte Lighting store and created a wall sconce, a ceiting
fixture and a pendant. Iacobson has been designing things ever since-along with his active architectural career
at TRA as Design Partner for twenty-two-years, and lead designer for over thirry projects here and abroad, includ-
ing the Washington State Convention Center. He is also the former head of the graduate program at the University
of Washington's (UW) College of Architecture; a visiting professor in Tokyo, Stockholm, Sydney and Copenhagen;
and a former board member of ARCADE. One thing lacobson says he enioys about designing objects is: ..lf you
design a piece of furniture or iewelry, it can be started and completed within a year-a buitding takes five or six
years;" the Convention Center took six. Jacobson has designed furniture for his home and others, light fixtures and

iewelry, working closety with crafts-people here and in Fintand. Many of these designs were created for his wife, Ettie.
The siher tea set he designed for his twenty-fifth wedding anniversary took three years to make. A current Jacobson tiqht
fixture design is on sale at Egbert's in Seattle. The UW will present an array of Phil Jacobson's designs in an exhibit at
Architecture Hat[ in September of this year.

Northwest Biennial: Buildingwise The theme of the Tacoma Art Museum's Sixth Northwest Biennial exhibit (running

through September 6) was inspired by their move into the new Antoine Predock designed buitding. Interestingly, only
four of the 100 works selected by iurors Ilya and Emilia Kabakov, from a field of 500 entrants, are in any way ,,buildings":

a model of a house by lacoma architect Mike Rosati; Abode, a woven baskettike piece by Dona Anderson; lVest, a tree-
house by Roderick Romero; and Center, a meditative structure by Roger Feldman. The curator, Rock Hushka, grouped the
pieces informally into categories: Building the Inner Wortd, Buitding the Home, Buitding the Structure, and Buitding the
Metropolis. The category Building the Inner Worldis by far the biggest. And I guess the question would be, what does

this mean?

One of the intriguing comments on the built world is the permanenl, stone court-
yord instaltation by Richard Rhodes. Apparently Antoine predock intended this space,

enclosed by his "spiral" (they're everywhere aren't they?), to be a mist and mossgarden.

As it turned out, there was not as much mist in the Northwest as had been predicted in

sante Fe. (who knew?) No mist, no moss. so the museum commissioned Richard Rhodes

(who has worked with Predockin the past)to create a stone courtyard. what Rhodes

came up with is remarkabte. 700 pieces of stone from china, each carved to a different

and very specific flat shape so that when instatled, the effect is that of a "tilted court-
yard." Its continuously curving surface maintains the strict disciptine of its straight joints,

but arcs up the sides of the buitding, reflecting at angles in the enclosing glass, and

changing in aspect with each elevation on the spira[. It was tricky to achieve, says Rhodes,

especialty as there are no square corners in the buitding, and no square corners on any

of the pieces. The design was created on computers and with modets (Gehry style), then

sent to China where the stones were individuatty cut and carefulty numbered, then finatly shipped to Tacoma for installa-

tion. The stones came from abandoned roads in the Fujian Province. The effect is mesmerizing. Rhodes teft the piece

unnamed,butithasbeencalled TiltedCourtyord,theWove,HyperbolicParobolo.HyperbolicPorabolaisnotonlyfunto

say, it also suggests- perhaps because ofthe mathematical inference-a kind of form that is naturaI and timeless.

Natural and timeless is what's happening at the Tacoma Art Museum right now. They are also exhibiting Andy

Goldsworthy through September 19. victoria Reed is afounding member of ARCADE and the eriitor of "shortTakes'.'

ULI Seattle Seeks Consensus The Urban Land Institute (Uu) facititates the exchange ofinformation, ideas, and

experience among locat, nationaI and international reaI estate industry leaders and policymakers dedicated to

creating better places.

ULI Seattte is the Puget Sound Region's District Councit. We view ourselves as honest brokers of information,

providing insight into land use planning and development and the goals of smart growth. Four criticaI chaltenges

face our region: affordabte housing, transportation, environmentaI sustainabitity, and economic opportunity. As

caretakers ofthe [and, we share an obligation to understand and address these cha[[enges.0ur approach to

reaching solutions inctudes a thorough understanding of the issues, respect for a[1 perspectives, and application

of best practices from other regions. ULI Seattle seeks to buitd a common ground on tand development poticy in

our region.

0n September l4th at 7:30em (venue TBD), ULI Seattle will host Bitl Hudnut, the current Joseph C. Canizaro Chair

for Public Policy at ULI. To get involved in ULI Seattle, send an email to coordinator@seattle.uli.org. For more informa-

tion about ULI go to www,uti.org Kelly tut ttann is i-he ihair cf ILI Seattir:'s young Leaders Group.
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The Good Sit The Armani hangers (for airplanes, not for suits) should have tipped me off. 0r maybe my experi-

ence in the Linate airport. Like most women on the plane from Barcelona to Milan, I proceeded directly to the

nearest ladies room. As I stood in a [ine of about fifty women, I became acutely aware of my undergrooming.

In the Pacific Northwest, hiking-ready attire is practicalty standard, but in Milan, especia[[y at the annual design

fair, schlubbiness, sptit ends and crotch wrinktes (in one's pants) are the equivatent of orange-tinted pantyhose

and scuffed up white pumps from Payless here in the States.

The [ine went surprisingly fast, not because these women were especia[[y efficient, but because half the tine

took one look at the facilities, deemed them too filthy, and moved on. Expecting the Augean stables, I found the

toilets perfectly seMceable. It then occurred to me that I was entering a different universe. I checked my face for

spontaneous buck teeth and an extra chin.

The Mitan Design Fair, held once a year in Aprit, is an aesthetics-driven wortd of color, light and form

thoughtfully executed in a series of exhibits knit together by a tomato-red carpet and throngs of black-swaddled

designers and buyers from around the world. Much of the city participates in the spectacle; red banners hang

outside shops throughout Milan signaling disptays within. In most cases, visitors view objects like butterflies

under glass. The fair requires much walking, but is not a pedestrian experience.

Many of the obiects disptayed were not for sale, nor were touching or sitting encouraged in most cases. Given the

size of the fair and the city, I was in constant need of a good sit, and hardly ever able to find it.

I entered the fair by impersonating an interior designer - I should have impersonated a journalist. Business cards

grant access to take-away literature, conversations, and in some cases, generous use of a chair. I wistfully lingered,

spying small ctutches ofjournalists between the narrow gaps in divider curtains. SpeciaI schmoozing areas were set

apart from the crowd; clinking glasses and [aughter signified hype and high stakes business activity. But this was a[[

technically behind the scenes- beautifut chairs, presented for viewing, not sitting, were the floor show.

The chair, a quintessentialform with endless artfuI iterations, is my favorite piece of furniture; the act of sitting

has been celebrated for ages in the chair's design. The significance ofthe sitter, his or her role in the wortd, and the

purpose of the sit culminate in the form that continues to inspire designers the world over. This legacy was exceptionatly

clear at the Milan fair. A fugue of chair designs, along with those ofits functional cousins: the couch, the chaise, the

loveseat, the settee, and so forth, took up a tremendous amount of reaI estate within the fair proper, and in its many

satellite exhibits. Some disptays celebrated chair history, like the Thonet exhibit, which was a virtua[ museum piece.

Small, dimly lit rooms with ambient slow tempo disco provided the soulful context for organic, ovoid, and sometimes

vaginat chairs provoking short-term sits for purely recreational (and singular) purposes.

0ccasionally, other weary fair-goers bucked the rules and copped a sit on the merchandise. I fought my fatigue

for an hour and a half, then wandered outside for a snack. A few ptastic caf6 chairs provided seating for about a dozen

people.lthen found a smallbut common bond with myfellow hotdog-eating attendees, also in need of a good sit, who

leaned onto exhibit buitdings in the shade, or like me, made good use of a bollard. HecLihr:r ittaclntosh is cr seattle based

prtservationisi antl jreeiance vtrittr, atiti the que'st editor for Iht, ii1jr1t.r 2r:ot, r:site or<A.RCAD|. Seattie; Boomtcrr,,n Poiitics and

NewP.rbiicArchjtecture Sliewrotetlrispiecerei::rutginabiackltnthtrLeCoibi.tsietchatseic'unge.

Sitting uras prohibited, both by unspoken rule and gravity-a board room table and office chairs
\rvere attached to a wat[ at an B0 degree angle.

Other rooms presented the chair as soft porn.
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Jeddeloh Residence, Molalla Oregon

Ignoring the folk wisdom about in-taws, architect Jerry Waters designed a country house and guest pavition in
Motalla, Oregon - about 40 miles SE of Portland -to be shared by his own family and his wife's parents who
operate a nursery business. The 600 square-foot guesthouse was completed fouryears ago and is the temporary

abode of the young architect, his wife and their daughter. Construction of the main house-around 5,000 square

feet - is expected to begin next year.

The property comprises 90 acres:60 acres of pasture and nursery stock and 30 acres offir and oak forest,

att with a ctear view of Mt. Hood to the east. In addition to the three-generation, two-family shared compound,

Waters's in-taws required a "show" garden for disptay of their nursery stock.

"I worked with five ideas in this proiect," said Waters, "their borders overlap, but along with our unusual program,

they generated the form and character of the architecture. I refer to them as Landscape, Perspective, Windows, Rotational

Symmetry and Movement. The last two involve de-centering traditional perspective in regard to the horizon [ine, some-

thing that fascinated me on this site where the horizon is ever-present."

Guest House

01 Boundaries. A curved concrete wa[[ marks the precinct of the house, within which sits a simple wood-framed box

crisply detailed in btack cement panels. Between these two elements a paved courtyard with an outdoor fireplace

extends the tiving area outdoors.

02 Windows. The box has two distinct types of openings: [arge operable areas releasing space to the court or the view,

and carefu[[y incised fragments of fenetre longuer appear in precise locations for specific views.

Main House & Site

01 Londscope. The main house sits well back from and above the guest house, its openings capturing the eastern view

over the pavilion. The two separate wings of the house - one for each family - stretch north-south in an attenuated mass,

and open to the east view of Mt. Hood while enclosing the nursery garden and court to the west. The two outdoor realms

are separated by a central shared living / dining block, and a tube of space that joins the two wings in a tripte height

votume of glass. An elevated "widow's walk" at the west above the entry is one end of a long

bridge that reaches down to the pavilion, traversing the meadow and puncturing through the

main house along the way.

02 Rototionol symmetry, marking the hoizon, ond de'centering troditionol perspective. Waters

used three different assumed axes across the buitding(s), to a[[ow space and volume to rotate

metaphoricalty about them, while retaining their original symmetricaI organization. 0n the site,

a hypotheticalaxis through the center of the main floor produces a similar relationship between

the main house, the widow's walk and the guesthouse, even when rotated l80-degrees. In the

longitudinaI section of the main house, the upper third floor volume of the kitchen/studio and

the lower floor of the opposite wing housing the garage/seMces are rotational about this same

axis. And in the cross section of the main house, the fenetre longuer are placed in opposition to

one another, rotated about a horizon line 5'-6" above the main floor.

Waters maintains that these kind of self-imposed strictures "are an interesting set of explo-

rations for design, regardtess of whether or not they are ultimately explicit or even perceivable in

the building. I'm convinced that simply by engaging the intellect at a higher levet, these

concepts - in some unexptainable way-provide a much greater richness in the experience of

the p[ace." Jerry Waters ts a gruduate of the LJniversity of Pennsylvania who worked tn the offices of

Rafael Vinoly (New Yorh) and TVA (Portland), before joining ZGF (Portland) where he is a Project Designer.

John Cava is an architect who teaches, makes, and writes about architecture tn Portland,

All images couresty of the architect.

CLIENT
Horst + Linda Jeddelo

ARCHITECT
Jerry Waters
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Although the 2004 Northwest InvitationaI design competition was comprised of eteven categories including furni-

ture, environments, consumer products and more, uttimately it was the 'Concepts' category that proved to be the

richest in terms of entry quantity and quatity, and provided the tiveliest debate among the iurors. Inherently,

everyone has a different understanding of what a

product design concept should represent, especially

designers coming from diverse backgrounds and

divergent schoots of thought. This year, such jurors

inctuded: Guy Geier, CEO of Vitra; Tucker Viemeister,

president of Springtime-USA; Ktindt Parker, global

director of design for Starbucks; and Ray Ritey, head

of the explore group at Nike.

Every two years the Northwest Chapter of the

IDSA (lndustriat Design Society of America) hotds this presti-

gious product design competition. It was founded twenty

years ago as an exclusive event, only accepting entries from

the greater Seattle and Porttand areas. Today's competitors

span the entire west coast and as far north as Canada. In an

effort to redefine the boundaries of product design, it is now

open to a[[ other design organizations in the area including

the InternationaI Interior Design Association, the American

Institute of Architects, and the American Institute of Graphic

Arts. Some of the questions exptored during the judging of this category were: How rooted in reality does a product

concept need to be? Is it a complete product solution, or is it just a detail? What makes a concept different from an idea?

As designers, we a[[ strive to develop solutions that [ie outside the box, but how far outside of the box can we go

before the design itsetf becomes irrelevant? The debate concluded with this loose definition: a vatid conceptuaI design

needs to walk the line between something that is achievable at present, both technologicatly and in terms of potential

for market acceptance, and something without implication of ever becoming reat, a fantasy.

Ray Ritey fett that technology-based product concepts must envision a time when technology can do more, be

smatter and cost [ess. But if its ctaims are too far removed from present-day technotogy with no real project constraints,

lhen it is difficutt to understand the progression. Lunar Design from Pato Alto won Sitver for their tabtet computer concept

for Hewtett Packard catted S/ote. At first glance this concept seemed too "space age," but in watching the entry video, it

was determined that with its muttitude of features - the integrated camera, calendar, LCD screen and navigation bar -
this as a welcome

change from many products on the market today. Origin Design from

version was focused on providing the user with a digitat book experience. lts

user with an interface derived from that of an actual book. Hig rooted in an o td-fashioned format suc-

cessfulty balanced the achievable with the fantasy.

Teague, a Seattle-based firm, won a bronze award each fo Disptay Concepts and Upright Mobite PC

contept. The iury fett that these two e

atready be on the store shelves. These

when designers should educate clients

these goats even better.

One and Co.'s ADKD seating line

certain areas, creating a simpte ergonomic seating experience. Guy Geier saw that the minimalist chair frames he[p

direct attention to its most successful design element-the perforations in the shape of silhouetted tittle peopte, which

added a welcomed air of [evity to the jury session.

Just as a design can become somewhat of a self portrait of the designer, a panel of iurors with the best intentions

of simply choosing the most appropriate designs, are sti[[in a sense curators of a show. Because of this it is no surprise

that Ihe Bus Sfops Hereby Fiori Product Devetopment in Portland won the Gold award for this category. This entry had

something for everyone. It had quatities of wett designed furniture, environments and product and therefore struck a

chord with all of the jurors a[most immediately. This grouping of four bus stop concepts aimed at promoting pubtic trans-

portation ranged from the simple yet beautifulformaIinvestigation to the far out exploration of ptiable materials. They

created spaces that react to changes in weather, the number of peopte waiting for the bus and encourage social interac-

tjon and awareness of surroundings.

As the jurors'definition of a sotid product concept calted for, this entry prroposeci rnaterials that are conceivab[e,

but not readity available, and forms that are progressive and provocatirie. These traits exhibjted a wonclerfuliy approori-

ate biend of fantasy and reality and made the jurors' choice to award it a Gclci an obvioir: oirE. '.,;i' !.:ir)1.i,:!,.: t't,.r; ,,) i
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Photo by Peter Delory

BARBARA SWIFT

My husband and I visited the new CentraI Library late in the afternoon of opening day.

The buitding was teeming with peop[e. I watched how they used the buitding * their

body tanguage and behavior. I was looking for the patterns of engagement and

degree of openness to spaces and forms totaIty foreign to Ufe in Seattte. There were

a handfutof arms folded aci'oss chests, closed tight faces, scrunched eyebrows and

bodies leaning away, disengaging in judgment. I saw body after body after body

leaning forward, faces open with enthratled curiosity, peopie absorbed

by the computers, the rationaI organization, the seemingty irrational

forms arrd colors, the wholty new views of the city, peopte, and the

books. The jacied veneer of life, assumptions and age stipped aside

and raw human curiosity and the rich pleasure of exptoring roared in.

The body [anguage said, "l am going to use this. Itis mine." Not a bad

thing to have putied off. *, S0, maybe we are [ess conservative that

we think we are. - This buitding gives me a new tool as a designer.

It scribes new shapes and forms. It gives me neur volumes of space

to feeI and experience. it cranks my perception of the orthogonaI and

oblique. Ii gives prospect and refuge new meaning. I use it as a rnea-

suring too[ - a different 0ne - the way I use many parts of tlre city as measuring toots.

Do I knc,,rv yet what I am measurirrg? l,io" Is that importani? i\ot yet. , fu1aybe irue don't

know what we are. fu'laybe we are more than what v,,re think we are. Barbaraswiftisahusefan

of libraries and principal of Swtft & Company Landscape Architects, a firm that at press-time has enjoyed the great pleasure of

working on twelve new libraries in the Pacific Northwest.
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IOHN FLEilIING

Rem Koothaas described Seattte as a unique place. We are a cutture layered with intellectuatity, dedicated to the experi-
menta[, yet most of us in this society do not live a modern [ife.

For two years we viewed drawings, models and computer renderings of the future Seattle Centrat pubtic Library.
This was followed by three years of watching the buitding, tike a piece of sculpture, rise out of downtown Seattte.
Diamond checkerboards iutted out, stoping and cantitevering. What we saw was unique, originat, strange, bizarre,
beautifuI and frightening.

None of us rea[[y knew for sure how this sculpture woutd work as a buitding, as architecture. We iudged it as

sculpture with our own aesthetic biases toward form, texture, proportion and color. I tike it. I don't like it. It's pretty. It,s
ugly. For me itwould shift.One minute I'd see a beautifulgem of shining optimism, and the next, itwould morph into a
Stor Wars, Robo Cop tike thing. Sculpture. What a dangerous way to iudge architecture. It's interesting but I wouldn't
want it in my living room. It's not my style.

Finally, this past May, the sculpture we had been watching from the outside opened to show us its inside. Koothaas

spoke of the shock of the aesthetic gesture, but now this gesture could fade to reveal the true nature of the architecture.

He described the rational process of the design team as an absotute commitment to the library staffs programs. Since

the opening we've allbeen altowed to participate and more fairly judge.ltworks.

lourney. That is one of the ways the designers and the library staff described the cotlaborative process they undertook.

lourney atso describes the feeling I get as I wander through the buitding. I don't care if I'm here to check out a book,

check my email, research my family's genealogy, or just find a warm, safe, free ptace to hang out. The tibrary takes me

on a iourney.

Remember the joke where the architect calls it space, while

everybody else calls it a room? The tibrary feets like space, not rooms.

Walls seldom go fult height or completely surround. You don't know or

care if you are inside or outside. Most spoces are missing a ceiting, or

the ceiling is so far above it doesn't relate to the room you are in. All

this supports the iourney, enhances the journey. What is around that

corner? Where does that yettow escalator take me? The FareStart

barista directs me to the restrooms by simply saying, "Take that red

stair." I may have come for a book, but walking about is way more

interesting. I'd rather be exploring the spaces inside this buitding than

inside a book or computer. (Maybe that's my bias for the real world.)

t2

rr

THE SEATTLE PUBLIC LIBRARY

D
EI

It is proving itself. Funetionality, durahi[ity.
It's passing att the tests with ftying colors. Reds, ye[[ows, oranges and btues.
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I really enjoy the sma[[ parts of the iourney, the detaits, the feel

of my feet on the different surfaces. Aluminum, carpet, rubber

and painted concrete, fir floors made from the cast off ends of

wood joists. I love the way this ramp meets the [eveI floor, or

the way the perforated map[e wa[[s ]ean over the story room.

Room? This is more [ike a cave or a den, not a room.

Handrails, guardrails, code compliance, ADA compliance,

most architects lament our American over-the-top requirements.

0MA (Koothaas's office) and LMN ([ocaI architects of record)

seem to embrace these regutations. They take it on as a cha[-

lenge with zeaI and enthusiasm. How many ways are there to

keep a four-inch sphere from fa[ting through? How many ways

are there to achieve separation and stil[ maintain transparency

and visibitity? Does a guardraiI or handraiI ruin the purity of

the design? Do those nasty little sprinkler heads ruin our clean

minimaI concept? He[] no. Cattthem decoration, embellishment

or texture. Cat[ them reality.

The Seattle Public Library takes us on a remarkable, educational journey.ln the same way we are learning that the com-

puter can't replace the book, the library is teaching us that experimentation and exploration through modern rational

design can offer us greater safety and freedom. Atl that glass opens us up to the world. This is how modern architecture

shows us a new democracy.
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CHARIES MUDEDE

In many of the articles and essays about Seattle's new Downtown Library it is directty stated or imptied that as a work of
architecture it is "refreshingly urban." Some writers, such as Jonathan Raban, whom I quoted in the first sentence, go as
far as to say it is more urban than the city in which it was built. I think as a thesis this is correct: the buitding,s urbanity
far exceeds that of the actuaI city, which untit May 23, 2004 (the opening of the tibrary) has had, again to quote Raban,
"no reaI consciousness of its own urbanity.,'

Seattte is a big city' It has many tatt buitdings, a massive highway, and covers a wider area than Vancouver B.C.,
which is atso a big city with many ta[[ buitdings. But size doesn't make a difference when it comes to the matter of being
urban' A sma[[ neighborhood of Vancouver 8.C., for examp[e Yorktown, is more urban than a[[ of Seattte. (Southeast
Seattle, which is a radicalty multiculturaI neighborhood, would be the one exception. But Seattte has yet to recognize
itse[f in the diversity of Southeast Seattle. The neighborhood coutd up and leave the city tomorrow unnoticed. Not a
Seattle but a Washington D.C. author and scho[ar sherytt cashin credited the defining character of Southeast Seattle in
her recent book rhe Foilures oflntegrotion ) Though being urban is dependent upon being in a city, a city can exist
without being urban. This is exactty how Raban reads Seattle - it is a city but it is not urban, or conscious of its urbanity
(which amounts to the same thing).

What the Downtown Library did on the day its doors were opened is activate Seattle's urbanity. Seattle could have
grown and grown, added more and more buitdings here and there, but without the right buitding, the alembic of one
piece of urbane architecture, it would have never been able to become "conscious of its own urbanity." There had been
severaI attempts to awaken the urban in our city, but att (Experience Music project, Seattte Art Museum, BAT) faited
(often miserably) to shock it out of slumber and into a state of recognition.

To walk into it is to finally see Seattle. The awakening is occasioned by two shocks. The first shock is caused by the
sudden appearance of a fabutous (in both senses of thatword)citythrough the diamond glass skin of the [ibrary. From
outside, by car or on foot, downtown seems small and easily negotiated; inside, it is huge and dreamy. What was once fixed
is atlat once [iberated and soars up to what is now a crowded sky. The effect simply shocks you. Most buitdings in Seattte

do not [ook out at seattle but by what we can now recognize as a provincial

and unconscious preference at the mountains, the water, the natural wonders.

The [ibrary doesn't attempt to do this at att. It practicalty ignores nature. you

can barety see the water of the Sound, which is only 6 blocks away.

From top to bottom, what the buitding forces you to do is [ook at the city -
the new and old downtown buitdings that surround it, the seemingty constant

traffic that circutates around it. At each point within the tibrary you discover a

part or aspect of the city. For example, First Hitt(the medicaldistrict), which

can be viewed from the upper floors on the easl side of the building, seems

densely built. From Madison Avenue this part of the city may seem sparse and

calm, but nowyou see a busy horde of buitdings rushing out and up to a point

in the sky. As for the usualty omnipresent Mt. Rainer, the volcano may as well be

in Florida because once you are in this building it is the tast thing on your mind.

In 1960, Argentinean shortfiction writerJorge Luis Borges described the experience of entering a librarythatwas
either in his imagination or in the reaI wortd in these elegant terms: "Leaving behind the noise of the plaza, I enter the

Library. I feet, atmost physicatty, the gravitation of the books, the envetoping serenity of order, time magica[[y desiccated

and preserved." The very opposite happens when entering Seattle's Downtown Library. One instead teaves behind the

serene order of the city and enters the seeming disorder of the interiors. Nothing inside the Downtown Library gives the

impression of being "desiccated and preserved." Ttroug[ 9!r!et the ptacg is visually 1o!9y. Jhe ftoatilg platforms, the

neon.lold escalators, lhe !uryrqry-twiliLg llatlwgys, the gut[s of sud{e1 syqce, thetanging office o1 the eleventh floor
(up there !!kq a chunk 1eryovq{ from a Miesian skyscrapqr), the lrutat fences, the stoping floors - at!of this and much

more lhg-cks tlle sglges in way that the first cast iron framed mega-structures of the mid 19th century must have shocked

Parisians and Londoners. Here at last is a place for the fldneur; the ultimate urbanite.

At the end of his essay, "The Artificiat Heart," which was publisheC before the completion of the tibrary and has

been praised by Koothaas as being the last word on his [atest creation, novelist and editor Matthew Stadler describes the

[ibrary as an artifieiaI heart that 0MA imptanted, and he hcpes that it wi[[ "oxygenate a population" and "circutate it
sufficiently." The future has arrived, and now we know that the operation was a success" This is precisely what the [ibrary

is doing - circulating and oxygenating. Citizens who have entered the [ibrary and breathed its "refreshingly urban" air

have [eft as urbanites. Indeed, the population that has yet to visit the Downtown Library does not live in the same Seattle

astitepopulationthathasbeenpumpedthrouqhthenewcenterofourmetropo[i 5. Criittt,.rt!i',;t::,:t7-tnitbwt",{ii;rJis
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When does a city find 335 acres of pubtic [and along its shore in transition at the same time? Fronting one of the
most striking panoramas and coniplex ecotogies in this part of the wortd? Umm, never. This untikety confluence of
events-a failing seawa[[, sinking highway, shifting Port economics-offers Seattteites a huge and unbelievabte
gift: the chance to [aunch the reweaving of Ettiott Bay with Seattte and rectaim the shore for future generations.
Civic visionaries have been imagining tife without the viaduct for years and years, and now everything is tining up
to make it happen.

To no one's surprise, the washington state Department of Transportation (wsDOT) is tetting seattle our city
can't survive without their new highway. But accepting their togic without exploring the larger possibitities is not
how the Seattle we love operates. Seattle's civic history is one of easy-going comptacence spiked with specific and
targeted disobedience. The early [abor uprisings, the saving of Pike Place Market, blocking the destruction of
Pioneer Square, stopping the Thomson expressway, protesting the WTO meetings al[ show what Seattleites are
capable of when provoked by a truly bad idea. Watching the Viaduct replacement plan take shape is just the stap
of civic injustice we needed to incite the activists within.

Imagine seven to eleven years of 24-hour-a-day pite drivers, dump trucks and detours downtown. 0f the
twelve hundred businesses within a block ofthe dig, proiect planners have forecasted, "The strong wilt survive and
the marginal won't." Two gaping highway tunne[ entrances, one right next to pike place Market and the other at
Pioneer Square. Check out WSD0T's tunnel design, and the surface above it: this is not the tunneI you bought
into, trust us. That one cost eleven to fourteen bittion and was shelved. Even maximizing alt proiections for poten-

tiaI funding, and shaving the cost projections to the bare minimum, the highway planners have not identified enough
funds to pay for even the cheapest and worst alternative: paving nearly allthe availabte width (and removing 20 existing
buitdings) for a high-speed surface highway.

It isn't that easy to foolseattleites, who know a bit about sustainability, about quatity of tife and about not
wasting money. Seattleites can cite examples from other beloved cities, showing how they seized the opportunities pre-

sented by failing waterfront infrastructure to reconnect to their shores, to the benefit of their economies and communi-
ties' Seattleites are wetlaware that the rest of the state witl not sit by and watch the pouring of bittions of dollars of
pubtic money into a 1.4 mile stretch of a regionaI arterial. Seattleites have seen what happens when cities chase after
congestion with more roads in Phoenix, Houston, Atlanta, Los Angeles. If given the chance, Seattleites would be wilting
to consider an innovative transportation ptan that offers a simpler, cheaper solution for mobitity. Enough Seattleites have

seen the shore at either Chicago or Rio de ]aneiro or Nice or Annapolis, and wished for that connection to water at home.

They can sense what they're missing.

Design professionats are sti[[ the masters of one channe] in the complex game of city buitding: hetping peopte

visualize a differentfuture. Collectively, designers<an stir publicimagination, and hetp elected officials shake offthe
death grip of highway-builder logic.lnstead of participating in the discussion as WSDOT has framed it-how much

highway, how convenient the commute, what to do with the leftover space-design professionals have the power to
reframe the discussion. Paint an irresistible image of a richer future. Inspire the uprising.

Fast-forward 15 years. Instead of tatking about how downtown is just starting to recover from the construction dev-

astation, and grumblinq about how bad congestion stittis, Seattleites coutd be having a different conversation aboutthe
shore. How hurried the sky feets, how salty the wind, how many eagles gliding, (what festivat is it this Saturday?), how

dogged the salmon, how silent and powerfulthe new cranes, how shimmery the water's surface, how ftock-like the kayaks, ' , ,r'

how cool that new housing project, how surreal to see starfish here, how good the kids are getting at stacking rocks.

This site, because of its fundamenta[[y messy, shifting, untamed condition, coutd catalyze a change in direction

active and visceral, our city's

of Pike Place Market and the

and want to hetp buitd. We do not want to

contributing to the scenographic ametioration of an

Check out www.peopteswaterfront.org to see a si

water's edge. loin in action to convince WSDOT to at least

reconnecting Seattle to Ettiott Bay. Cary Maon end ]utie parreft and u

Ious team of tatented and passionate designers in the two charrettes for the waterJroht.
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The University of Washington Tacolrl€l,
the Arts, and Urbanism
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Much has been written about Tacoma's downtown renaissance over the past decade-the rehabititation of Union

Station into a federaI courthouse; the construction of new museums, such as the Washington State History

Museum, the Museum of Gtass: InternationaI Center for Contemporary Art, and the Tacoma Art Museum; the year-

otd tight rai[ [ine; and a burgeoning commerciaI district areund the seven-year-old campus of the University of

Washington, Tacoma iUWT). Whereas the investment in urban infrastructure and striking new and rehabilitated

buitdings has made a significant, visualimpact on this revival, such an economic turnaround would not be possi-

bte without a strong relationship between the University and the community. The City of Tacoma's emphasis on

culturaI tourism as part of the economic equat'ion has hetped fuet a synergy with UWT, as the campus has

expanded its own offerings in the arts and in urban studies. In this brief articte I woutd tike to focus on some of

the recent coltaborations between UWT and the community, specificatty regarding the arts and urbanism, that

have helped contribute to this revitatized urban area.

UWT was founded in 1990 with the mission of educating and serving the South Puget Sound community.

Though the scope ofthe campus's mission has broadened overthe pastfourteen years, pubtic interaction is still seen as

an integral part of UWT's purpose and many of the academic programs at the university have a strong community-based

focus. New courses and programs, particularlyin the arts and in urban studies, have helped enhance relationships with

the [arger community.

This year the arrivaI of UWT's first two permanent, futt-time art professors in the Interdisciptinary Arts and

Sciences Program, marked a strong shift toward creating more comprehensive offerings in the fine arts. Both artists have

a strong interest in community-based or pubtic art. These professors have taught several courses requiring students to

engage with the surrounding environment and create works for public spaces. Using the UWT campus, students have

recentty created temporary works of art addressing diverse themes, such as body image and homelessness. Tacoma's

High Schoot for the Arts, an alternative high school for students pursuing a career in fine arts, located adiacent to and on

campus, has provided another means of coltaboration, as arts facutty at both institutions share facilities and equipment.

Atthough this retationship is stitt in the early stages, a more integrated curriculum may develop in the future.

This spring, the opening of UWT's art gatlery, located in commerciat space atong Pacific Avenue, marks the first

space dedicated to disptays of artworks on campus. Atthough the gallery has gotten offto a stow startthis season, plans

for the coming academic year wi[[ include rotating shows by students, faculty and outs'ide professionaI artists. For

example, this falt a show entitled "Ground Zero," by Rudotf Knubel (Professor of Design, Emeritus, University of Essen,

Germany), which tries to make sense of the terrorist attacks of 9/ll witt be on display. The gallery witt help make connec-

tions to the larger community by participating in Tacoma's Third Thursday art walks, which have become well attended in

recent years. The area around the university, made vibrant with new museums and private gatleries, has attracted hun-

dreds of visitors on third Thursday evenings.

The Urban Studies Program at UWT has also contributed extensivety to building community ties in new areas in

the three short years of its existence. In addition to sponsoring student interns and conducting research proiects on

urbanism in the South Puget Sound region, the program has recently col[aborated with the City, as we[[ as the Tacoma

Housing Authority. During the winter quarter of 2004, urban studies faculty and City of Tacoma emptoyees arranged a

series of pubtic forums through a UWT course entitled, Urban Government & Organizations, offered concurrentty as part

of the City of Tacoma's Leadership Institute. The Leadership Institute's mission is to educate and inform citizens on the

basics of City of Tacoma government operations, services and pubtic involvement opportunities. UWT students shared

ctassroom space with lnstitute participants interested in particutar aspects of urban government. UWT and the City ptan

to offer this course again next year. Ihe Urban Studies program has also spearheaded a campus-wide effort of coltabora-

tion with the Tacoma Housing Authority to study the effects of relocating residents during the leve[ing and reconstruction

of the Salishan public housing devetopment, originalty buittin 1943. The revitatization of Salishan is currently underway

as is the study.

The City of Tacoma's focus on cuttural tourism as a path for economic development has been successful so far.

UWT's commitment to buitding connections with the city and its larger community through an expansion of offerings in

the arts and urban studies has taken advantages ofthese efforts. As both the City and the University concenlrate, respec-

tively, on economic and inteltectuat growth, it is hoped that the relationships estabtished to date wil[ continue to offer

opportunities for fruitful collaborations. Juiie lViccieifa i; i1r: A:;srci..-te Ircfesso: tit the Interd[-,t:ip'ii;iary srts and Sarntrs

Pr u.r|t arn n j thr U; r I u,arsi !_v cf 'tia.shlngto n. Tactnta. Sir e s'perializrs ir1 th. iii ltL\t y oi att. ar(liit€ctl1rc arl pu b|[r ltistct y.
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Santiago Calatrav ai
The Architect's Studio

l

Sontiogo Colatrovo: The Architect's Studio hightights the work of one of the most cetebrated and
original architects of the present day. From the Otympic Sports Comptex in Athens to the pATH

terminal at New York's Ground Zero, Calatrava is responsible for many of today's signature
buitding sites. Ihe Architect's Studio was conceived and selected by Guest Curator Kirsten Kiser

for the Henry Art Gattery.

Figurative sketches and biomorphic drawings are a key to understanding the ensemble of
Catatrava's work. The sketches selected for the catalog and exhibition range from earty proiects,

the Ernstings Warehouse and Stadelhofen Station, to his [atest designs for the Light RailTrain

Bridge in Jerusalem and the Path TerminaI at the Wortd Trade Center in New york. A constant in
his many sketchbooks, among buildings, bridges and engineering detaits, are figures in motion,

birds in ftight and, true to his Spanish roots, charging butts. The exhibition also includes models

for ten maior proiects from 1989 to the present.

Born in Spain, architect, artist, and engineer Santiago Catatrava has an ec[ectic background.

His career has taken him around the wortd for design commissions and he is now based in
Switzerland, with offices in Paris, Vatencia and New York. Calatrava's buildings, bridges and

other structures are known for their innovative design and remarkable interweaving of space,

light and evocative form. His s reflect the artist's generative creative energy, providing

new landmarks for cities ng the importance of art and design during difficutt times.

Each bridge or buitdi in Calatrava's understanding of a particular site and his intu-

itive sense of a sou His immense structures begin with smaltgestures in a

sketchbook; bri from birds' wings, apartment towers from the twist of the

and shutters tift. Visiting his buitdings and walking across

his bridges, both familiar and is a ioyfutand inspiring experience.
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Ernstings Warehouse 1983-1985
CLIENT: ERNSTING COMPANY, GERMANY DESIGNER: GERZI

The corrugated southern facade responds to sunlight as if it were a giant sculpture. Its verticality contrasts with

the northern facade, which onty receives tight when the sun is at its zenith, and horizontal tines are emphasized, with a

speciatly formed S-profile ctadding. For the loading bay doors, vertical slats are hinged along a curved line and connect-

ed at their lower points to a horizontalframe that can be raised or lowered. The doors were the first application of an

idea that originated in a scutpture by Calatrava; a form based on the shape ofthe human eye. Here, theform became an

experiment in kinetics, an investigation of the mechanicaltransformation of planes in a building.

The City of Arts and Sciences 1991-present
CLIENT: GETTERALITAT VALENCIANA, SPAIN T0TAI SITE AREA: 86 ACRES

The City of Arts and Sciences is located in the dry bed of the Turia River, midway between

the otd city of Valencia and the coastaI district of Nazaret. Nearly four miles of prome-

nades atlow visitors to strollthrough the complex without entering the buitdings. The

complexinctudes a science museum, a planetarium and an 0pera House lPolou de les

Arts). The 0pera House, P[anetarium / IMAX Theater (Hemispheric Theater) and Principe

Felipe Science Museum form a [inear sequence from west to east. A fourth structure,

known as L'Umbrocle, is a promenade and parking garage builtwithin an open arcade,

providing a contemporary reinvention of the winter garden. A raised, axialwalkway offers

views to the sea and serves as an ordering element, with gardens and reflecting pools on

either side.

The Science Museum (betow teft) is a spatialtour de force, 341feet wide and 791feet

long. Like the grand exhibition pavitions of the past, itis a longitudinatbuitding, created from the modu[ar development

of transverse sections that repeat along the [ength of the site.

The Ptanetarium / IMAX Theater (betow right) resembles a human eye, set within a 258,334 square foot poo[. The

"pupit" is the hemisphericaIdome of the Theater, which is transformed into a gtobe through its reftection in the poo[.

Conceived as the finaI element in the City of Arts and Sciences complex, the Valencia Opera House (bottom row]

has been designed as a series of apparently random volumes, which become unified through their enclosure within two

symmetrica[, cut-away concrete shelts.
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february 25
THE CHURCH

My first instinct is not to look, but to smell.

To inhale deeply and absorb the rich odor of oil
andwood.

To absorb the age and material of the space not through

light, but through slow breaths.

Floors, columns, vaults, cetling and ornament built from
staves oJ wood, four inches wide.

Not rough-sawn, not sanded, just simple wood nailed to

ahidden armature.

The entire interior warm, dark, honey-colored wood.

And this church is not small.

It ts a cathedral.

Here, wood creates grandeur.

And intimacy that embraces the space in a warm even

light and texture.

march 2
RED

Red

Striking, powerful and simply perfect against the green

moss, trees,ferns and the steam that hang above geo-

metric stone pools.

It ts simply a path.

Elevated over the rushing noise that creates a silence

between the pools and the walls of the small verdant

canyon.

However, it is much more than a path.

A path is a terrestrial thing,forever bound. to the earth,

to gravity.

This thing floats.
It bends and turns and rises up the canyon.

A single red gesture.

Of structure.

Of matertal.

Af simplicity and great length that transport youfrom
the everyday, deep into a world of clean pure warmth

and isolation.

march 5

WOOD

Later, I would meet the architect, Iose Cruz, and we would

talk about form, abstraction, light and wood.

A material that is not abstract, in a mod.ernist sense.

But Jose believes that it can be.

Now, days before I would meet the architect, I feel this.

A winery made oJ laminated timbers and staves, on a

stone base.

Stacked like the century old walls that enclose the fields
and pastures of the vifia.

Stacked tnfront of concrete that is structure.

Three large buildtngs, at sltght angles to each other,

and a si.ngle roof.

Aunity.

Inside they are specific to the needs of the wine

production process.

It is here, standing in these spaces, days beJore I would

meet Jose, that I experience his thoughts.

It is here that I remarh how I had never seen such

simplicity of form and material combine to create such

considered and luminous light.
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Even, soft and completely different.
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march 7
NERI.JDA

in this house,

it would. have been impossible

to not create things oJ beauty.

for Neruda that is.

perched above his beloved city of Valparaiso,

in a house that is oJ the city

and of the manhimselJ.

a tight stair twtsts irregularly upward,

walls as brilliant and varied as the city itself.

it is the city.

the city condensed.

distilled.

the rooms purposeful and open to the structures

that cling to the ridges and. canyons,

to the harbor, the bay and the infinite ocean.

blue, more intense than the sky.

a panorama.

in this house one lives in vivid color,

one ltves full of movement,

immersed in a place,

its structure,

its essence,

its changing image,

its changing beauty.

march 9

LAS CASAS

Here, three houses challenge the conventions of
suburban development.

Each a unique response to subtle differences of site.

One long and narrow with trees and a slope toward

the sea.

One across the slope, within a curve in the road.

One below the road, at the edge oJ the bluff, open to

the sea and the west.

Lifted off oJ the earth,living spaces float above the

uniform green lawn that spreads from one yard

to the next.

Boxes, really, oJ glass that hover above the contoured

topography.

But the homes are not simple.

Layers of movement extend beyond, withtn, below and

beside the simple volumes and create rich experiences

af arrival, privacy, and expanse.

And openness to the sky and sea.

Each unique.

One, refined, like a cherry floor.
One raw, with rusting steel, bare lamps, concrete pavers,

plywood and hammered concrete.

One thin, a veneer of grey stone.

march 12

THE UNIVEHSITY

High on the mountainside, stretched long and visible from
great distances is the Untversity of Adolfo lbanez.

White against the earthen colored mountains.

Two parallel public spaces bend and curve along the

contour ofthe hill.

The outside as a series of courtyards facing east. To the

mountains and awayJromthe city.

The inside as a sinuous space of ramps, corridors,

sculpted volumes and sculpted light.

It is the experience of constant becoming and change.

Each step or the passage oJ time bringing a different

space and a d,ifferent light.

It is like two buildings, one built and the other implied..

With its own variety and changing scale, its sequential

movement, its continuous connection to the mountains

and its intermittent connection through the structure

d.own to the city below, the outdoor space acts like a

building.
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Defined and programmed,but open.
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Check the tripometer of action: better city's saffron croozer and you,ll find the number zt,4g4_
twenty-one thousand notches on the proverbial belt of urban exploration. This hemispheric, counter
clock-wise journey through every major American city brought us to the desks of urban planners,
conference rooms of developers, drafting boards of architects and homes of political activists who
share action: better city's passion for city life. . Fresh with clues from our spiritual brethren, the
action: better city crew loaded up the cameras, and embarked to document the streetscapes, public
parks, open spaces and architectural wonders and blunders of American cities. Add the numbers 5,ozo
(photographs) and 83 (hours of film footage) to the Saffron Croozer Index. . As we departed Seattle,

the emotions and controversy ofthe presidential election of zooo still fiIled our gas tank with com-

mitment. Urban dwellers voted blue and the rural ranchers voted red, the country we were about to
explore was polarized. With the terodst attacks of September rr, zoor polarization tumed to petrifica-

tion, as every Amedcan citizen was forced to re-define his or her country. Cities were being discussed

in terms of safety, not livability, a bunker mentality that could derail a decade of urban progress.

Former Gentryruille Mayor Richmond Laporte,

Centry Coun[y prisoner ts84r36ooo.
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Cities that had been slowly crawling from the demolished ideals of Urban Renewal, White Flight,

and the Modern Movement for the past 5o years, now teetered with fear on the crater's edge. ' Our

joumey through this new American landscape brought hundreds of experiences of hope, vision and

determination for improving the future of city life in America. But the experiences of the first two

thirds of the trip could not prepare us for mile tl,S7L.Vport arrival in Gentryville, Missouri (zooo

census population 9z,ooo) we encountered a stunning example ofthe clash between progressives

and obstructionists. We were immediately fascinated, drawn into the tale of Gentryville's Richmond

Laporte, a visionary architect-mayor now felon, thanks to his attempts to revitalize downtown

Gentryville. Was this just a mere tale of big-city dreaming versus small-town thinking, one of the

growing examples of the conflicts that today seem almost fabled? Is the story of Laporte and

Gentryville just another tale of one man's dramatic fight to bring something fresh, new, alive to a

community that not only wants the status quo but is addicted to it? Or Perhaps there was something

more: could this story be a harbinger of our own city's fate? action: better city decided to find out. >>
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Northwest Missouri Mirror:Who are you, and what are you

doing in Gentryvilte?

action: better city: We're basicalty a non-profit studio for

architecture and planning filmmakers based in Seattle. We

produce short films about cities current issues and hot topics.

BLrt, yve also dress up in orange jumpsuits and particrpate

in charettes and workshops around town to shake things up

a bit. We are current[y on a seven-month sabbaticatfrorn our

day jobs, touring around the United States fitming American

cities. We were driving from Marcetine tc Kansas City and

stopped here in Gentryviite for a bite to eat. The waitress told

us aboLrt the anrazing story oi the past few years, so we had

to see for oursetves.

NWMM: How did your group get started, and how does it
keep going?

abc: It actuatly started in 1968, a witd time in Seattle's

history. Fred Bassetti, a patriarch of Seattle architecture, got

together about 50 architects, planners, artists and photog-

raphers, and proposed new ideas for spaces around town.

Most of the proposals actually got buitt. The group lay dormant

for 30 years untilwe woke it up in 1998 with a new bunch

of crazed citizens. As we huddle in our studic in Seattle's

International District, we survive on smal[ grants, donations,

bubbie tea, anci the kindness of strangers. We are 100o/o

volunteer-run, and proud ofit.

NWMM: Why orange?

abc: I guess i1 remjnds people of the cotor of construction,

but it's atso the cclor of caution. We're trying to say that

we should all pay attenticn to what we're building - it's the

future of our communities.

NWMM: So, what are the main goals ol action: better city?

abc: The r,'vhote "goal" thing is reatly a two-way street-in
the process of unco'rering issues and educating the public,

we learn a lot ourselves. I guess our goaI is to keep that cycle

going. We have a great team of activists assembleci, and

together we have a iot of fun exp[oring the potential of cities.

We are trying to qet others to get that feeting as we[[.
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When action: better city had the privilege of interviewing Mr. Laporte, he had been incarcerated for
r8 months. The following interview is a compilation of two sessions recorded on consecutive days in
late May of zoo3. other anecdotes and recollections of Mayor Laporte's fall were collected, researched

and recorded in the sidebars accompanying his interview.

ABC: I've heard of architect-mayors, and I've heard of mayor-criminals, but I've never
he ar d of an archite ct - mayor -criminal.

RTCHMOND LAPoRTT (laughs): Good start. Well, if you define an architect as a person
who designs and monitors construction, and a mayor as the highest level of elected offi-
cial in the city, that would be me. As for the criminal part, I guess I would have to admit
that I was sentenced to prison for my alleged crime, even though I still plead my inno-
cence. There have been several architect-mayors in the history of the U.S., but I haven't
heard of any with the triple-bill, either.

ABC: I'm surprised there haven't been more famous architect-mayors.

Rl: Yeah, I am, too. I would say that at least half of mayoral decisions are architectural
issues. From housing development, to hospitals, to cultural buildings and streetscapes,
there is a lot to tackle three-dimensionally. Some architects will have the business-savvy
skills to handle it, but one also has to battle the "ego" baggage.Imagine a Mayor Frank
tloyd Wright or Governor Koolhaas (taughs).

ABc: How dtd you get started as an architect, or architect-mayorfor that matter?

RL: I grew up in my family's hardware store, watching my father basically solve every-
one's hardware problems. A customer would walk in and show my dad some sketch of
some plumbing contraption, and my dad would say, "oh yeah. you see, you have to do
this, then this, then that. Aisle four, lower sheif next to thel/2" copper tubing." The guy
would come in the next day with a fruit basket and hug my dad.lt was fascinating, and
taught me the importance of knowledgeable problem solving. It's scary. I can call my
father in someone else's hardware store, on my cell phone, and he'll teII me where to go
(Iaughs). So, with the profession of the architect being one big exercise in problem
solving,I dove in.I never got a hug from a client though.

ABc: Did it help you as mayor?

nl: Yes, definitely. Beyond the problem solving, it also showed me the importance of
preventative maintenance. The regular customers who came in for small mainte-
nance problems were very different from the poor schmucks who sloshed in with
wet, rolled up pants, sweating and panicking, five minutes before closing time. As a
plumber who also did house calls, my father would say "you can visit me now, or I'll
visit you later." Pay a little bit now or a helluva lot later. This is the biggest lesson for
towns and cities; plan it now or react later. Take your pick.It's very similar to the life
cycle of a house, except with tens of thousands of people
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G E.N.TRYVI L LE H ISTO'RY

Company was chartered in 1809' Giving up his stake in the

company, in 1851 Humphrey moved to estabtish Gentryvitle

as the premier u,estern trading sp€t for heaver pelts.

He had more in mind than iust the fur trade, however.

He wanted his new town to follow the cosmopolitan foot-

steps of another Louisiana Purehase city, New 0rleans'

But dreams of achieving a prominence equal to the Oueen

by rough, lawtess eountry Interference.from the likes,oJ :

lesse James, of St. Joseph just down the road, was a big

obstacte to the townls gro{uth, Some,say his first,robberies

targeted trains coming in and out of Gentryvitle, which

its totl as the railroads-began ts bypqss G-Elttrwille fcr 5t.

Louis. The town was on the verge of ruin, had it n;t been

Samuet Ettswqtth,Wedgstrom aRd Chester latey sett!.t .' '
in Gentryyitte to make their,forturrcs ttroughtnanufaclur;

irtg.,Wedg.t.tro foundedra,yery. sucqss tfurnilUrf.Iatlo,rg,.''

white taceyintrcduced tte Wesl's first rr*omen's apparel ,",": ..

distribution cg t an$ bypasingthe moreeslabtisht ,1:,i.. ,t ',,,

East, Coast factOfi$..He did ouite,we,ttapr,O$dirg,frontier

women with the corseE they need."

It may have heen:ranufactudng, brorght the thr,ee

founders to:Gentryvitte brrt

that became their, tegac.v,

owned 90% ol the land that

nes for over a eentury.
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Each founder drew

out: hii p,tan afid.' '

' '' ,argued for:yea' ,,,

, Beginnr4g wrth the Louisiana Purchase, Missouri's eaily

,Sistory'wqs,a tumuttuous one- trt was,the Missouri

Compromise that hetped divide the country in an event

that ultimately led to the Civit War. During the war, the

statet eitizens fought fien*ly-for,both fhe €anfederale ,,

and the Union armies.

.i ,r,The,to sf Sen@ille first lsund prriffientb as a

trading depot after the war. Since St Louis was already

known as 
;th. Gat *.y to the West," the town became

known as 'the Gateway to the Gateway of the West" as

a setorrdiry depadure pointfor the Gstd'Rush. ,'

Positioned in a narrow strip of land between take '
Madison and a bend in the Grand River, Gentryville was

first founded by a fur trader named Abraham Humphrey,

known by toeal Native Americans as'Hunter of the

Beater" The Midwest had already-been.established as

thefur eapital ol'the rountry when the fi{issouri Fur
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We're competingwith
Kansas City, St. Joseph,

mm# TmpmkmE

AE{: And nof cf I th* "hause" residtnts ruiii. ragree on thfm.qs.

nr.: That's an understatement. But, unfortunateiy they have to, or at least a majority has
to understand all the issues and compromise. Listen, Gentryville didn't have huge prob-
Iems of poverty, severe unemployment, or crime when I was mayor. But I tried to elevate
the city into a happier, healthier community. Couple that with strong economics and a
progressive tax base, and you got a good combination.

Aac: Explain your kappier / healtttter rcncept.

nr.: The United States is always at the bottom of these polls that test happiness and
health. I guess it's always been intriguing to me to see Nigeria and Mexico, two supposed
"developing countries" at the top of the "happy happy" poll and the U.s. a distant 34th or
whatever. We all know that America has got a fat thing going on, too. The child obesity
and diabetes numbers are appalling. We're fat and sad, and I'm certain it has everything
to do with the way this country has developed in the last half-century. Come on, we all
knowthe culprits - suburban sprawl, no walking, no stimulation besides the television.
It is just biz arre to see a debate about this stuff. No, it's actually pathetic. All the signs are
there, but we still jump up and down, followed by coughing and wheezing, when a new
Sprawl-Mart opens up. I was absolutely determined to undermine this kind of garbage-
growth in the city of Gentryville, and that starts with a vibrant downtown. Green
spaces, attractive cultural institutions, all types of downtown housing, streets for both
pedestrians and cars,I could go on and on. This is absolutely nothing new.In fact, we aII
know it's completely old concepts. We have got to find ways to get our new lives into
these o1d concepts. The tax base will then follow. Look, Gentryville may like to think that
it will compete in some global marketplace with Singapore and Hong Kong. Ridiculous.
We're competing with Kansas City, St. Joseph, and Topeka! You know that Seattle com-
petes with Tacoma and Vancouver, Phoenix battles for position with Scottsdale and
Tempe, while Denver fights to keep people from moving to Boulder and Longmont. The
only way to keep your tax base, and keep'em happy and healthy, is to keep up your
downtown.

.,{,rfr:i T"lTdlt', i:Ji,*.i'i,"1 l.hfs ri,:q-r:i*i,ul1fsir,n;t cuii"t',ya,,!. rit-tr:"

RL: Yes and no. There is definitely a comfort-driven anti-tax sentiment out there-the
school of voodoo economics is alive and well. It's wrong, but it's alive. But, more and
more people are re-discovering downtown living and lifestyles. I'm convinced that
people are tired of driving around the suburbs, and they are ready for the next option.
It is up to us-the architects and mayors and everyone in between-to provide that
for them,
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THE ORIGINAL VISIONARY
SAMUEL WEDGSTROM (I825-1901)

iust Wedgstrom the City Benefactor, would benefit from his

grand vision. For scattered among the gardens, pathways,

pergolas and water features were almost five hundred

park benches! The brief stated, "No ambulating person

shoutd find themselves more than ten paces from a restfut

seat, likewise for all avenues leading to and surrounding

the Park."

It was no secret who woutd be calted upon to supply

this and other street furniture for the park, atl of it to be

"simply but finely made." The thought that the great

industrialist would benefit so handsomely from a civic

vision of his own making was just too much for the people

of Gentryville. Within days the Gentryville Gazette catted

for shetving the plan and for locatiurisdictions to "cease

att business dealings with W. M. Wedgstrom, he of nefar-

ious intentions thinty veited." Vengefut business partners

cancetled their orders, more for being teft out of the

scheme than from any moral indignation, and lhe furni-

ture factory etosed byyear's end. Chastened and scorned,

Wedgstrom packed up his famity and teft Gentryvitle for

good. Even today a mention of the Wedgstrom famity

name evokes disdainfut comments from some of the otder

residents, who grew up hearing stories of the scandat.

Despite its notoriety, the furniture factory survived the

ensuing decades and subsequent other uses relatively

unchanged, and became recognized as a vatued piece

of the town's history. Many of Wedgstrom's originalfurni-

ture studies and prototypes were left packed away and

undiscovered on its upper ftoor weltinto the 1990s when

another civic visionary woutd inadvertently draw them into

a brand new scheme, and a brand new scandal.

Above left: A rare quiet moment is captured inside the Wedgstrom
Fine Un-Fanry Fumiture Factory (date unknown).

Above right: Artist's conception of one of Wedgshom's Shaker-
inspired park bench designs. No prototypes are known to exist.

The first attempt to create a civic space for Gentryvilte was

initiated and led by Samuel Ettsworth Wedgstrom, the

most colorfut of the three industrialist "city fathers." The

son of an ex-shaker turned timber magnate, Wedgstrom

buitt his Fine Un-Fancy Furniture Factory (p.31) on the

river's edge, adiacent to the leftover city btocks that today

are known as "The Wedge." At the peak of production in

the 1870s, his factory employed close to 200 people making

a[[ manner of furniture. Reflecting his Shaker roots and

their phitosophy of'That which has in itself the highest

use, possesses the greatest beauty," Wedgstrom's wood

furniture was years ahead of its time in its simpticity and

functionatity. Ctose access to the rail lines for shipping

and a keen sense of marketing his products as essential

to one's daily comfort, "To Lose One's Seat is to Know

Defeat!," enabled Wedgstrom to enjoy decades of wealth

and success.

The Shaker influence was atso evident in his egalitarian

stance on civic matters. As a strong betiever in an individ-

ual's rights, but also ones responsibitities to build a better

society for alt, Wedgstrom built a number of schools and

the first town [ibrary in Gentryville.

In 1880 he made an inspiring trip to New York City,

where he visited a relafively new Centra[ Park. He was so

motivated by 0lmstead's masterpiece that he returned

home determined to give Gentryvilte its own grand green

space. It woutd be a place where every citizen could

"enjoy both refuge and prospect," something the bustting

industrial tovvn was sorely lacking. And he knew iust the

spot for what woutd be his grandest civic gesture: conve-

nientty located right next to his furniture factory!

The Wedge was the largest undevetoped parcel of tand

in town, victim of a dispute between the feltow founders.

In 1881, Abraham Humphrey died suddenty, allowing

Wedgstrom to buy the land from the remaining heirs.

Finalty there was nothing standing in the way of his grand

park ptan, or so he thought...

A nationaI design competition was hetd the fottowing

year, won by Arthur Brodsky & Sons of Boston, who soon

drafted a ptan and renderings of the "People's Park." The

scheme was initially received with great enthusiasm, but

then the scandal broke and soon excitement turned to

skepticism. That skepticism in turn became outrage when

it was learned that Wedgstrom the Businessman, and not

*z*: I if ildf,r'j!'fr,?i,i .ye,i: ;iit,i_ it: prr:,;itir,: ii':at i;ytti*n f*r Gentryti!Ie.

RL: Yes, I did try (pauses). This... these issues are incredibly intertwined. Cities are the

Iargest things humans have built. They are more intricate than the space shuttle, more

temperamental than any animal. The first step in all this is helping people understand

the issues enough that they won't be frightened of change. The cultural education of
Gentryville had taken a back seat for a while, and I tried to get it into the front seat.

Problem is I got kicked out of the car (laughs). The media, the schools, the word-of-mouth

are all-important communication tools that need to be on board. I feel that I got none of
their support. I was so tired of all the plans and talks of trying to revitalize our down-

town.I wanted to start something. Anything to get the ball rolling and get investment,

both financial and spiritual, into the center of town and away from unsustainable sub-

urban development.
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ABc: How did you propose to bring change to your city?

nr: There are thousands of good examples of urban changes around the world, and lots
of bad ones. They all started with some kind of spark-somebody showed up, or some
new building, or some new group of people did something. Something started with
somebody.I wanted to get that somebody and that something rolling, and preserve
some of the spirit of the city.It was called "The Founders Museum."

ABC: So what went wrang?

nr.: Unfortunately, this is also where controversy starts. No one wants to displace low-
income residents, but we also need to encourage growth for all types of housing. These
are the residents that will buy ranch-burgers in the'burbs if the downtown isn't attrac-
tive. The @1des! palt is gg_!!ing_!h!1gs qtarted._Current residents often resist change,
sometimes to o![naJ!g1sm. They even dragged my relatives into it. you see, it

eec; The Wedge reclevelopment praposal and Founelers Museunt are probabllt the rutast

obviatrs ex$*tples"

nr.: The Founders Museum could be a case-study for any city.l felt that it would be a
catalyst for change and cultural education. The public-private Wedge plan was a two-for-
one deal, when I think of the lost opportunity... what were peopte thinking?

ABC; I hear the nrclitect wasn't exactly welutyned. with open arn1s.

nr.: Well, you could say that. I had traveled to Japan for the International Mayor's
Conference in 1998. A reception was held at the new Louis Vuitton showroom, attended
by the building's architect Sakae Ishii. The Founders Museum idea was on the table, so I

invited him to enter the design competition. He eventually won and the buitding was
completed last year.

..:.jf'. 1'l.r':.:. .-: ;,,,1-rl, i;,':l:,i,:,, q.,- | : I

Rr,: It was a very difficult process. Not only did the funding initiative for the project
barely pass, but the support was also teetering throughout the course of design and con-

struction. There were protests and recall votes. There were scathing editorials. The least

enjoyable were the thinly veiled "off-color" comments about Ishii's ability to design our
one and only museum.

I wanted to get that sCImebody

anC tirat soynething roiiing, and preserve
s*i"rre of the spirit of Lhe e ity.

zB
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turns out my great-great grandfather was a founder, so the obstructionists claimed that
I was just trying to immortalize my family. I didn't even know that.

MW
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restauGlnt.

his

Laporte had

cetebrate the bicentennial of

Gentryvitle. The usuat ideas were tossed about by his the "Wedge," a teftover remnant of la

staffers: fountains, gardens, street name changes, statues, the city's street grids. Once envisioned as a grand central

even renaming City Hatt. At each suggestion, the mayor park linking the river and the lake, it never futfitted its

cringed. The founders of the city were true yisionaries of promise to the urban fabric. light industry warehouses,

their times: progressive men and $,omen who brought the big box stores, office parks and their supporting parking

city to prominence, left an enviable neighborhood park tots fitted the void, separating the downtown from adja-

system as a legacy to future generations, and established cent residentiat neighborhoods.

the town as the "Gateway to the Gateway to the West." Over drinks the two discussed the grand vision; over

They simpty could not be honored with mere street signs. appetizers, method; over lunth, financing. By the check,

the Deatwas fteshed out. lrtr. Pollen woutd donate the

(a

tax base. The mix of open space and density would support

new local businesses, as wetl as attract larger business

loohng for the quality of life their employees desired. The

Dea[ could have been a win-win for everyone if onty they

had n't underesti mated the com mu nity reaction.

$ffiWffi#ffiffi

'l:'.nfo .lt flie' &e'.rf in urfian iireng.

ri'' f i)Ii itt .l'*{{t*' l}rtv iofmtnt' I w"

But not good enoughl An early
billboard heralding the doomed
WedgstromPark"
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WHAT'S KELP
GOT TO DO WITH IT?
During the spring of 1997, Gentryvitle began the ambitious
work of procuring a design for the Founders Museum that
would inspire the city and meet the budget, as promised

to voters during the Wedgstrom Park funding initiative.

Upon winning the city-sponsored design competition,
internationalty renowned architect Sakae Ishii selected

the Gentryvilte architectura[ firm Tran/Scend Associates to
be the tocal architect. Known for their technical acumen

and prowess in pubtic facititation, Tran/Scend had a repu-
tation for bridging the esoteric world of architecture to a
famitiar world of vernacular typologies.

The city hosted a series of public workshops in its
neighborhoods. As sold to the voters, the museum proiect

would reuse and restore the Wedgstrom Fine Un-Fancy

Furniture Factory buitding adjacent to the proposed

Wedgstrom Park. This building was perfect for the project,

not onty because ofits history, but also due to its three
floors being physicalty and symbolica[y appropriate for
its mission of honoring the town's three founders.

As expected, preliminary meetings were well attended

by citizens wishing to have their say about the town's only

museum. ludging from their comments, Gentryvitte's
populace wished to see a design that reflected the town's

history and fit wett within the neighborhood context.

Some were more titeral than others as evidenced in the

fottowing excerpts from the meeting minutes.

Intetnatiora[y aficionado, Sakae Ishii, in his native Japan.

The cCIntrCIv*rsial elesign prCIvided just the cpercir:g
that the [*ea[ *pp*sition Reeded"

"ln honor ofAbraham Humphrey, use beaver pelts on the

wall of the grand stairway."

'Make it took tike a giant log cabin to reftect our pioneer-

ing days on the frontier."

"What if the entry doors of the building looked like an

exposed corset?"

"It shoutd have a central stone hearth in the middle."

To Ishii's way of thinking, juxtaposing the introverted

town's community values with a blatantly extroverted

fagade woutd elevate people to a heightened sense of
"world connectivity and unity." The most controversial

etement though was the "partiat" demotition of the exist-

ing buitding. Ishii proposed that onty hatf of one street

front faEade remain. Also, the three floor plates woutd be

removed and reptaced with blobutar, bubbte-[ike forms.

Though this resutted in much smalter floor ptates than the

museum had planned, Ishii defended this programmatic

the Founders Museum was a little-known provision that

made the upzoning conditionaI to taunching the project.

C:BA leader Harmony Rivers described the language as

'buried in mountains of legalese so no one would find
it" - an accusation museum leaders vehemently denied.

"That's completely fatse," Ted Hetter, the museum

direstor said at the time of the controversy. "The museum

and the Wedge district plan were openly sold as a

package. Yes there is some private benefit, but there is

an opportunity for the city to acquire open space for

A Gentryvitle City Councit member even proposed that her

private cottection of almost 1,000 horse tie-ups recovered

from stops along the Pony Express be incorporated as

3o
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nr.: Oh yeah. Remember, this is Missouri, a border state. Not the Canadian border, and not

the Mexican border. This is the Mason-Dixon line honey.It probably didn't help when he

unveiled his "kelp" scheme.

nr: You heard me. Kelp. The building would evoke a theme of kelp, which reflected the

irony of neo-modern spatial dramatics. Gentries started calling it the "sushi building"

and the flames spread from there. it might have been too big of a jump, when you think
about it now. We had been behind the times in terms of architecture debate, and the

people were bombarded by "neo-ironic spatial dynamics." Lots of people just wanted a

big log cabin, which was ridiculous of course, but they wanted "It's a Small World." Too

much too fast, I guess.

Darius Reynolds, the national journalist says, "the public does not have the right to
remain ignorant." Can you really be, in this day and age of information accessibility,

ignorant? The government should help educate citizens on civic issues, but some of the
responsibiiity lands on the people themselves. For instance, there are a lot of people that
call themselves environmentalists but are really just hypocrites. They despise SUVs and

urban sprawl. But, these same enviro-minded activists drive their Jeep Cherokees to the
local town hall to fight urban development because it blocks their views, changes the
neighborhood, or God forbid,lets a developer make a buck. These obstructionists gain
political power with their big mouths. Their lips flap but provide very few solutions. This

mix of liberal knee-jerk reaction, Reagan-era under-funding, and over-criticizing govern-

ment has got to stop.lt blocks the progress that our cities need.

The building wouLd evoke a therne of kelp,
rr.rhich reflected the irony of neo-filcdern spatial d,ramatics.

Gentries started" caliing it the "sushi buiiding"
a:-id tite flar"::ies spreaC from. there.

juvenated its immediate neighborhood.
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ABc: Your views sound fatrly radical to me. What's happened to the public's respect for
government?

nr.: I don't know. When we unveiled our so-year strategic development plan for the city,

a person stood up and said, "You planners and architects think you know it a11." I
thought, wait a minute. Would you go into a dermatologist's presentation and scream,
"You dermatologists think you know about skin!" Of course they do, it's their jobl Who
eise is supposed to know, for crissakesl Maybe I'm a bit of an elitist, but if a person has a

degree and thirty years experience in a field, you defer to him or her. Make some com-

ments to help out, but defer to him or her. We might have some explaining to do about
the urban renewal of the 5os and 6os, but that was almost 50 years ago people. I've for-
given most of my doctors for the blood-letting leeches of their past.

aBC: Can you learn from Seattle, or can Seattle learn from you?

RL: In the end it's about choices,like I said before pay now or pay later. We were watching
your transportation problems like a hawk. Heck, the whole country was. Now we're
going to watch you try to build the solutions. You guys are about eight times the size of
Gentryville, but we still can learn from big cities. Yet, we tend to watch cities like
Boulder, Madison, Charlottesville, and Flagstaff. Remember, our weather here is close to

atrocious-hot and humid in the summer and frigid in the winter. People aren't going

to flock to Gentryville like they flock to the Sunbelt cities. We would have to make an

amazing town to be attractive on a national scale.I was determined to try.I figured our

history was the most intriguing, so I tried to build upon that. Add that to the fairly
affordable land prices of the Midwest, and an idea grew. Seattle seems to be in a differ-

ent situation.

ABc: Yes. Very little history and expensive land.

RL: Yes, but you have, by far,the most amazing setting of any city in the country. Too bad

you copied Cleveland for the town part. Don't print that.

ABC: We won't.

RL: Yet, where are we supposed to find inspiration? I hope we can get it from anywhere,

from all ends of the spectrum. On the local side, there's Country Club Plaza in Kansas City

and University City in St. Louis. On the less-than-local side, we should look at Athens in

5oo 8.c., Beijing in 5oo a.o., Kyoto in r3oo a.p., Philadelphia inq76 and rgzos New York

City. The information and how-to is out there, we just need to understand it and imple-

ment it. We need to creatively retrofit the knowledge of the ages and the success of our

neighbors into our contextual frames.

But what really irks me are the collection of obstructionists that block any sort of

change and take the wind out of any inspired ideas. They parade around in funky

clothes and make silly furniture, and we're supposed to trust them with our city's future.

They can paint up some old building faqade, but they have a hard time helping a city
change for the better. I won't name any names.
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abc: What is your verdict on the Founders Museum?

"Well, the neo-irony is lost on

me, and I've even been to
Japan. What does kelp have

to do with Gentryville?"

"My pet clinic used to be

where the museum is now.

Maybe I'll visit it once.

Just once."

"lf you raise my fawkin' taxes

one more time, I swear to
bejesus l'll crack your ass."
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"This is our greatest accomptishment to date!" she squeats

as she points to what was going to be a MegaMart super-

center. Swathed in bright yeltow stripes and covered with

a myriad of materials from rusting steel panets to mirrors,

the buitding is crowned with what looks like a giant

twisted metaltiara. Looking at this barely recognizable

superstore-that-wasn't, one could be forgiven for thinking

that an alien home improvement store exptoded on the

downtown Gentryvitle site.

Harmony Rivers welcomes you to... MegamArt.

The transformation is the handiwork of a collective of

quirky artisans and their passionate supporters. Laboring

under the philosophy that "design can make a differ-

ence," these urban activists have made a grand and botd

statement about urban design issues right in the heart of

Despite criticism decrying their efforts as 'gueritta

tactics,' according to de facto leader Harmony Rivers, these

artistic interventions are meant to inspire, create conver-

sation and gather support for better design. "We are try-
ing to make a statement and stand up for what we believe

are needed improvements to the urban condition. If we

don't take action and ca[[ attention to these important

issues, who wi[[?"

As design guerrillas, they've been known to completely

refurbish di la pidated storefronts i n downtown Gentryvitle

overnight. Business owners showing up the next morning

hardty recognize their own buitdings. The artists covertly

record these reactions, ranging from surprise to shock

to livid anger, through digitatvideo and photography. "We

get lots of our of inspiration from home improvement

proposal woutd have upzoned much of the tand adiacent

to the "Wedge," inctuding MegamArt Viltage, as part of

a deat to create the park. Fearing the inevitable neighbor-

hood gentrification that typifies such devetopment and

their subsequent eviction, C:BA targeted the museum as

the keystone ofthe entire development plan. By swaying

public support away from the proiect, they hoped that

the larger deal would cottapse. No museum and no new

park; no "fancy new development" that would allow the

experiment in big-box reclamation to continue.

Under the leadership of C:BA, The Greater Wedge

District Plan was defeated in a recall vote. The developmen

plan, born of a pubtic-private deal, went down but

the victory was short-lived. It wasn't too long before the

growing regional economy heated up and the entire area
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Voice your educated opinions and act upon them.
Change your mind, and change your city.

esc: Your talk oi change is very ambitious.

RL: No, it isn't. You can walk into any library or go onto the Internet and find a thousand

examples of good planning and development. Notice how I put a time frame, or a date,

next to the historical cities. Cities are constantly changing, and will always change.

People have this strange subconscious predetermination that cities are huge slugs that
change mysteriously and infrequently. You can't tell me that 1978 Manhattan and 1998

Manhattan are not drastically different. That's only twenty years, in our largest

American city! The economics were in line, the leadership was in line, the planners were

in line, and the people were fairly in line. Vail, Colorado was a sheep pasture. Ten years

Iater it was the premier ski resort in the country for better or for worse. I won't mention

the speed of Las Vegas'growth and change.

Walk into any magazine store today. You have articles about the "1o Healthiest Cities

in America," "The Top ro U.S. Cities," "Best Cities for Singles," "Best Places to Live 2ooz,"
"Best City for This" and "Best City for That." Most of it is propaganda, but some have some

great insight on what people are investigating. Heck, it's just great to see the issues and

discussion out and about. Remember the r98os attitude of suburban flight? You didn't
see analysis of "Best Cities for Rock Climbing," you saw movies like "Escape from New
York," and "Escape from L.A." Why did E.T.land in the suburbs? Because it was safe out
there. People thought he would have gotten killed if he landed in Detroit in 1983. It has

taken us some time to get over that stigma of the "dangerous inner city."

nr.: Oh God, thank you. That's the biggest compliment that you can give me. If I had one

wish, it would be that everyone find an opinion and express it. An educated opinion.
Voice your educated opinions and act upon them. Change your mind, and change your
city. Listen,I'm a fictional mayor in a fictional town in a
fictional article. An imaginary mayor's gotta do what an
imaginary mayor has gotta do. If I can't speak the truth,
who can?

action: better city is deciicated to fostering antl explorirtg the

irieas that IinF Seattle and its environntent, the connections

of its doryntown neighborhoods. and the potential for unittue

public spaces.
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New York: City as Mise en Sc6ne MICHAEL BURNS
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The city is a discourse, and this discourse is actually a language: the city speaks to its inhabitants, \.^Je speak our city,
the city where we are, simply by inhabiting it, by traversing it, by lookin g at if. * Roland Barthes
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Deor Editor,

It rs m'th alorm thot we hove recently leomed that,lor reosons yet

to be fully exploined, both Shei 0lson ond Ma* Hinshow hove

been dropped from their roles writing ahout orchitecture ond

urbon design for our two moior doilies.Ironicolty, this comes ot o

time when Seattle foces an unprecedented nunber ol chollengu
ond opportunities in the development ol our buik environment.

As we momentoily bask in the glow of such newly completed

icons os the Seattle Centml Librory, Civic Center ond Expeience

Music Proiect, we also foce citicol long-tem issuu including the

uncertoin luture ol Seottle's woterfront, o cisis ol vision lor o
public tronsportotion network, ond outdoted lond use code ond

design standords lor pivote development, oll ol which hove

led to unflotteing compoisons of our downtown wilh those of
Vo ncouver a nd Portlo nd.

How do we expect to lchieve a belter-designed built environ-

nent without frequent published opinion ond public discourse

oboutthe good, the bod ond the ugly ofwhat's oround us ond

whot's on the drowing boord? We ot ARCADE do not wish

to become the sole local publisher of orchitecturol opinion ond

believe thot the community loses out when architecturc ond

design ore not exomined in the moss medio. A better-informed

ond educated public mokes better decisions obout public projects

ond is oble to exen morc dromotic influence on privote ones.

These topics ore now nore thon ever worthy of wide-reoching

doily, or ot least weekly, news coverage. We need multiple voices,

we need them frequently, and they need to speok more loudly

thon ever

Board of Trustees and EditoriaI Committee

ARCADE / Architecture and Design in the Northwest

30 lune 2004

ON ARCHITECTURAT CRITICISM

The subject of this issue's Opinion section was precipitated by recent events at Seattle's

two daily newspapers:The Seattle Times and the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.After more than

12 years as their invited architecture and urban design feature writer,local architect Mark

Hinshaw was asked to stop submitting articles for publication in The Times.The reason

given was that the paper was moving in a new direction that included using "staff" writers

to cover architecture and urban design. Sheri Olson, freelance architecture critic to the P-l,

was threatened with a lawsuit by a disgruntled architect whose building she reviewed last

April (Seattle P-1, o4.t2.o4,"On Architecture: Mediocre apartment-retail building misses

an opportunity to be a star"). Because the P-Iwas unwilling to stand behind Sheri and the

opinion they published, she opted to stop writing for that paper.

During this pivotal time in Seattle's development, it is unconscionable that our largest

daily papers do not provide the public with critical and informed opinion on the built envi-

ronment. We just opened a jewel of a public library and the world is taking notice. Yet other

large projects that change the city forever escape careful and critical review from start

to finish. Even now we continue to violate our urbanizing neighborhoods with cheap, atro-

ciously and iresponsibly designed multi-family housing and mixed-use development at

key locations.

For this section, we've solicited opinions from a number of informed individuals: David

Dillon architecture critic for the Dallas Morning News since 1983, author of ten books and

several plans, and contributing editor to Architectural Record andlandscape Architecture;

Randy Gragg, journalist on architecture, urban design and urban history f.or The Oregonian,

Portland's daily newspaper; Mark Hinshaw, Director of LMN Architects, former feature

writer for The Seattle Times and frequent contributor to Landscape Architecture Magazine;

Reed Kroloff, Dean of the School of Architecture at Tulane University and former Editor-in-

Chief of. Archttecture magazine; Mitchell Schwarzer, Professor of Architectural History and

Chair of the Department of Visual Studies at California College of the Arts; and Michael

Sorkin, principal of the Michael Sorkin Studio and director of the graduate program in urban

design at the City College of New York. Sorkin is a contributing editor fot Architectural

Record and was, for ten years, architecture critic for the Village Voice.The section will be

introduced by Suzanne Stephens, writer, critic, and special correspondent to Architectural

Record and professor of architectwal criticism at Barnard College.

We strongly urge you to send us your opinion on the Seattle situation specifically,

and on the state of architectural criticism generally. Please write the editor at

kelly@arcadejournal.com. Letters and comments will appear in our December issue.

ARCADE
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The Precarious State of Architectural Criticism
in the Popular Press
SUZAilf{E STEPHEI{S

we all love to rue the sad state of architectural criticism in the united states. As

dire as the situation is, it probably isn't much different than it was a hundred or
so years ago. (But that's another story.) The position of architectural criticism has
never been padicularly strong, owing to factors embedded in the cultural and
commercial context. several essays in the following pages explain quite succinctly
that context with regard to the current situation. other essays aptly address the
nature of evaluative criteria and the methodological approaches that architectural
critics employ to influence the making of the built landscape. No essay, however,
fully comes to grips with the one aspect of architecture that continues to irk and
excite: beauty. But more about that later.

Mitchell schwarzer's summation of the difference between the way in which
architecture is treated in newspapers and magazines versus art forms such as fiIm,
paintings and sculpture, books or live performances, swiftly cuts to the core of the
problem. since the latter group appeils in multiple editions, it has a greater audi-
ence of buyers: newspaper and magazine reviews serve as a guide to the public,s
purchasing either the object or a ticket to the performance. In turn, the reviews
rre better supported by advertising than the one-off architectural work. As a solu-
lion, schwarzer suggests inserting architectural coverage into other sections
rf the newspaper, such as real estate, house and garden, and travel sections. The
.dea sounds tempting, but criticism of the arts has a longer tradition in newspa-
rers-dating back to the early appearance of newspapers, first in Europe in the
:8th century and then America in the early rgth century. The relatively newer jour-
ralistic topics of real estate, travel, and houses and gardens, are even more service-
rriented than films and books, and lack the tradition of being a reviewed art form.
lecause of the implicit role of such service or feature writing - to inform, or tell a
ttory (with a happy ending) - the resistance from editors and advertisers to experi-
nent with a critique of the subject could be overwhelming.

Reed Kroloff's point that the vapidity of architectural criticism owes much
o architecture's weak position within the arts or the building trades is well taken.
lhe profession's owrr anxieties about architecture's status encourage its ambiva-
ence regarding the need for criticism, especially the negative type. Architects
uturally love spicy dissections of their colleagues'work, but hate it when those
:ritiques are directed toward their own buildings.

Interestingly, Randy Gragg attributes the former architecture critic of the New
brk Times, Herbert Muschamp, with having had enormous power, particularly
vith regard to decisions about the planning of the world Trade center site. Did the
ower Manhattan Development corporation really initiate the Innovative Design
tudy competition, in August zooz, which Daniel libeskind u]timately won, because,

s Gragg asserts, it got wind that the New york Times was going to come out with
;s own proposal a month later, fashioned by an all-star team? If so, the IMDC must
.ave been shocked to finally discover that the Times team had concentrated much
:rore on sites along west Street than making decisions about the planning of the
vorld Trade center site. Most obseryers would have said that the genesis for IMDC,s
rnovative Design study owed most to the Town Meeting held July zo,2ooz,pat
,cularly since the public participants had been so clear about their denunciation
f LMDC's earlier efforts.

Reed Kroloff suggests that the critic's lack of formal training in many instances
rould account for a namby-pambiness among architecture and design writers.
ormal training helps, to be sure, but many writers trained as architects are just as

:iuctant to go out on a limb with criticism. Criticism requlres spunk, and a pene-
ating, te11-it-like-it-is commitment to the harsh truth. More than that, writrng

criticism is a lot harder and more time-consuming than journalism. Iournalism
offers enlightenment and entertainment, delivered with stylistic flourishes and
often a story-telling narrative. It requires solid reporting, a clear structure, and the
apt phrase. But, criticism (no surprise) demands deeper, harder thinking and the
willingness to never stop asking why-which you the critic must answer, not an
interviewed source. Many journalists are notoriously gregarious-the reason why
they are good at interrriewing, and getting and telling the story. writing criticism
means spending even more time alone. Even after your piece comes out and you
find you have lost your recent new best friend...

sorkin does come up with commendable advice regarding the critic's approach,
and clarifies the evaluative criteria by which a critic should assess the building,
such as its environmental safety, the needs of the users, whether or not public good
is being served by the building, and how it fits into the wban whole. with such an
approach the critic should be armed with the intellectual and moral artillery to
go out and disseminate solid architectural criticism to the real world. But success

depends on whether it is read by the public.

True, the public loves reading morality tales-for example, about overreach-

ing ambition and greed that lead to downfall of powerful titans who have prayed
on the weak. But architecture's morality tales may not always be so dramatic. The
architectural equivalent to Enron doesn't happen every day or on the scale ofbig
business or politics. Architecture would have more readers if it did.

Ironically the one ingredient of architecture that makes it so unique is the
thing that Sorkin and Mark Hinshaw trust least. And it is the hardest thing to write
about for the lay public, or even within the architectural community. sorkin calls
it style, but in a back-door way, he seems to be referring to aesthetics, or the desire
for beauty: that which delights the eye (and the mind). Architecture that is a pleas-
ure to walk through, owing to the uplifting, awe-inspiring use of space, form, and
light, the craft of construction, the elegance of its details, and the nature of materi-
als, separates it from the rest of the built world. A play on any of these elements,
along with unpredictable effect of new forms, allows architecture to offer an expe-
rience not usually found in the man-built landscape. yet aesthetics and beauty are
still viewed with suspicion, even in this oft-acknowledged "visual" culture. They
are relegated to matters of style, not only by sorkin, but by those suspicious of the
seduction of beauty and its appropriation by the commodity-oriented culture. In
the rgth century some critics linked art to luxury and to moral decadence. Certain
things never change. But writers in recent years (Dave Hickey, Denis Donoghue,
Elaine scarry) have been reanalyzing beauty. Although they write about it from
within the disciplines of art, literature and philosophy, rather than architecture, the
implications are the same: beauty as a value deserves a place along with its long-
time companions, truth and goodness.

Explaining why a work of architecture should or should not be called beauti-
ful is difficult, because evaluation of a building involves the interplay of subjective
emotions and objective underlying standards. Beauty can't be created according to
rules or a formu-la. Yet on the other hand, underlying principles guide and condi-
tion it so that a sensus communis can give some form of objectivity to ,,taste.,,This

is an arduous task for a critic. After he or she has come to terms with the work of
architecture, then the assessments have to be presented in a clear, straightforward,
"interesting" way. The critic can't bore the reader or mystify him or her. The critic
has to keep the debate open, and keep devising fresh approaches and evaluations
as new forms of beauty emerge.

Suzanne Stephens' speciaI correspondent to Architectural Record, has been teaching a seminar
on architecturaI criticism at Barnard Co[lege since 1982. A tong-time writer for both professional
and generat-audience pubtications, she wrote her Ph.D. dissertation on American architecturaI
criticism between 1850 and 1915.
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Advice to Critics
MICHAET SORKII.I

Always Visit the Building

A photograph is not worth a thousand words, although many millions have been

generated from them. There simply is no replacement for prowling the premises.

Use all your senses. Be intrusive. Open doors and windows. Climb to the roof.

Circumnavigate. Look at the thing from nearby and from afar. Knock on the walls

See what people are doing.

Style Is Seldom the Issue

Style is what architects and editors generally prefer you to write about. Not that

expression is unimportant, simply that it often conceals more than it expresses.

Architecture is utility made beautiful. Connoisseurship risks buggering flies,

valuing things based on narrower and nartower criteria. God may reside in the

details but people tend to live in the house: wallpaper will not put the wall back

in plumb or block the sound of the neighbor's arguing. Indeed, Halliburton head-

quarters (or Saddam's palazzl) may be gorgeous but that isn't exactly the point.

Don't get caught defending the indefensible by too much fascination with form.

Credit Effects, Not Intentions

Architects always tell a good story. And, certainly, one should listen with care and

take note of any worthwhile ideas. But the recent history of theorizing and criti-

cism of architecture is overloaded with the authority of intent. Architects read

philosophy and attempt to make form from it. Not a problem - inspiration comes

from wherever you find it. But sources confer no special authority: no amount of

special pleading on behalf of a fantasy of philosophical immanence that can

overtake the greater importance of how a building behaves. Strangeness can be a

virtue and is often a leading characteristic of the new. A critic, however, should

arrive on the scene with a quiver fulI of her own values and take her best shot, not

be a conduit for someone else's delusions.

Think Globaliy, Think tocally

Architecture is deeply implicated in the world's enyironmental crisis. It consumes

more energy, uses more materials, and radiates more heat than anything else we

do. To fail to note this particular effect of building is to abrogate one's critical

duties. A good way to think about this is in terms of a building's "ecological foot-

print." How much of the earth's resources does it conslune and to what end? How

many degrees does it heat the air around it? How much energy is required to

produce all that titanium? How much of the jungle disappears to line those eleva-

tor cabs with mahogany?

Safety First

As physicians are counseled fust to do no harm, so too must architects. The primary

legal responsibility of builders - codified from Hammurabi down - is to assure

the safety of those who use or encounter their buildings. This should be taken in

the broadest possible sense. Buildings can kill in fires and earthquakes, but also

in the cancerous off-gassing of toxic materials, in construction accidents, in the

preparation of materials on far-off sites, and in the depressing effects of excluded

sun and recirculated air. The effluent and heat produced by building and its oper-

ation have risky potential far away and have a duty to those at Iisk downstream.

These issues are not trivial but central for critics and they should equip themselves

to inventory such effects.

Who Profits?

In our beloved capitalist system, buildings are generally not to be acts of charity.

Private engorgement is what produces most of oul built environment and profit is

not known for its generosity. A critic is obliged to name as many na(les as posslble

of the real shapels of any work of architecture. These includes the bureaucrats

who conceive and institutionalize degrading workplace relations, those who

endanger the quatity of the public realm by outright hostility or miselliness, those

who do not understand the inevitable civic dimension of building, and those for

whom all larger issues of the commonweal recede before matters of the bottom

line. Numbers are important. The critic has a duty to cut through the mystification

that conflates economical and cheap. Architecture must look beyond the depreci-

ation cycle to understand its true worth. ReaI cliticism is too important to be put

in the real estate section.

Consult the User

By user, of course, I mean in the first instance those who most regularly inhabit

the building. Their opinions count and should be counted. Which is not to say that

their taste should trump the critic's. However, inhabitant happiness is primary and

their unhappiness highly significant. How is this to be assessed? To begin, people

are to be given some credit for understanding the terms of their own comfort, con-

venience, and taste. Our consumption system, though, is founded on the provision

of illusory choice; a million brands of soap, all the same. The suburbs, for example,

may not be the unmediated exPression of user desire. They are, rather, the collu-

sion of many interests - many of them susPect. Our preferences ale produced, not

"natural," and a critic should make the case for real choices. I, for one, do not

believe that obesity, diabetes, automotive pollution, highway mayhem, alienating

commuting, isolation, segregation, and sPrawl, represent the freely considered and

chosen wishes of the people. This, rather, is the "wisdom" of the market.

History Is Not Bunk

All building engages its context. Our architecture and settlement Pattelns rePle-

sents a history of social compacts - entered with varying degrees of complicity -
that physicalize human relations. Such compacts demand respect. There is,

however, history and there is history. I remember a panel discussion ages ago

where the virtues of the lincoln Memorial were being extolled and classica] archi-

tecture identified - in standard-issue Jeffersonian style - with democracy itself.

An African American architect demurred. Those Corinthian columns reminded

him not of freedom but the big house on the plantation. History is written by its

victors who generally Prefel to see its progress as positivistic and singular. But

culture writes many histories all at once, and the critic must be acute in unravel-

ing whose history is being served, and whose is being suppressed.

It's The City Stupid

Critics should be careful about imputing too much meaning to the object of archi-

tecture. Since we love it, we tend to exaggerate its consequence as a lePository of

social and philosophical codes, and its power to set agendas for human interac-

tions. This devolves frequently into angel-counting irrelevance. While our building

practice does tend to ossify living and Sender relations, and to reproduce the stric-

tures of class, the big picture can only be observed by looking at the big picture.

To understand America (or India or Russia or Ancient Rome) it is critical that small

patterns be tested against large and vice versa. Our convention (after Alberti) is

to understand the city as a big house but this is wrong. Scaling up, more meanings

are absorbed and more perspectives available. Just as our own personalities are

formed in interaction, so architecture is forged in the crucible of collectivity.
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Defendthe Public Realm

The most important single task for architectural criticism is to rise in defense

of public space. Threatened by the repressive sEuneness of global culture, contracted
by breakneck privatization, devalued by contempt for public institutions, and
victimized by the loss of habits of sociability, the physical arena of collective inter-
action - the streets, squares, parks, and plazas of the city are - in their free
accessibility - the guarantors of democracy. particularly now, as we are brow-
beaten with the threat of terrorism into the surrender of more and more of our
rights, the freedom of the city and the freedom of assembly - enshrined in the
First Amendment - are in desperate need of all the friends they can find.

Keep Your Teeth Sharpened

courtesy is an impodant value, but a critic should prefer to be fair. But judicious-

ness should never trump candor, however, and a critic often needs to shout very
loudlyto be heard over the din ofinterests that surround the building process. The

rapier will always defeat the noodle and almost always produce a better prose style.

Play Your Favorites

Ttris can, of course, get out ofhand: a critic should not be a publicist or a slut. The

point is that unbiased criticism isn't: the critic is out there to describe and defend

a set of values in which s/he believes. If there are designers, builders, politicians,

activists, or manufacturers who well embody these same values, they deserve

special treatment. They also deserve to have their feet held to the fire if they falter
in advancing them.

Michael Sorkin is principal of the Michae[ Sorkin Studio and director of the graduate program in
urban design at the City College of New York. Author of over a dozen books on architecture and
urbanism, Sorkin is also contributing editor lor Architecural Record and was, for ten years, archi-
tecture critic for the Villoge Voice.

The Possibilities and Failures
of Architectural Criticism
IAilDY GRAGG

.t's hard to come up with a better summation of the possibilities and failures of
uchitectural criticism than the recent performance of Herbert Muschamp writing
rbout Ground Zero.

Outraged by the rush of the Lower Manhattan Development Authority and

leveloper Larry Silverstein to master plan the area and replace the fallen World

lrade Center with symbolically empty capitalist-realist buildings, Muschamp came

rut swinging, jabbing their schemes and then delivering the roundhouse punch:

rresenting two dozen alternative ideas by more than a dozen of the world's great-

rst architects in the New York Times Magazine.

Not since Ada louise Huxtable rallied the public against the rise of the Pan

Lm Building in Midtown Manhattan had aTimes critic so fully tkown the Gray

ady's full weight behind an architectural decision. Further persuaded by the

lissatisfaction voiced by the families of the dead, the development authority ulti-
nately restarted the entire design process with an international design compeU-

ion. It was a massive success, at least in terms of rallying the public behind more

mbitious architecture. Tens of thousands packed the competition's presentations,

iled past its exhibits and voted on its Web site. What emerged was a far more

nspired scheme, if not the best one. And if one person can be singled out for the

rost credit, it would surely have to be Muschamp.

the only problem is, he didn't follow up.

Daniel Libeskind's poetic winning master plan has been tortured by all the
usual monsters of reality, from infrastructure demands to technical feasibility to
developer efficiencies. His scheme never received any real political muscle from
Pataki and Mayor Michael Bloomberg. Libeskind's own lack of practical and polit-
ical experience didn't help. Muschamp lauded Libeskind's competition entry then
turned against it to support Rafael viioly's entry and, finally, when Libeskind
won, abandoned the entire process. After that, the Times returned to mere joumal-
istic observation with no critical scrutiny whatsoever. Gradually, then speedily,

Libeskind's master plan has deteriorated into a scheme differing little from the
original pushed by the development authority and Silverstein.

Muschamp is now leaving the rimes. Good riddance, says I. During his rz-year
tenure at the paper, he wrote lots ofthought-provoking phrases about architecture.
But his only effective advocacy beyond promoting a few of his favored stars was
waged during the Gtound Zero debate in a battle he failed to finish.

Muschamp's laziness and malfeasance aside, the scenario is hardly unique.

of any architecture critic, those who work for newspapers arguably have the great-

est potential power to rally the public behind or against architectural decisions.

critics flex their muscles all the time, but rarely do they trigger much change. rtre
reasons are many. Most works of criticism are appraisals published only afertheir
subjects are built. with most criticism written about individual and often special-

ized buildings rather than the infrastructure and urban design that the public
interacts with every day, its readership is either fleeting or small or, most often,

both. And even for that handful of critics who address the more common urban
development projects-in advance of their being built-there is seldom a tandem
public political forum for readers to apply pressure for change.

The problem is systemic. Most newspaper critics write for the arts pages,

their work appearing next to reviews of theater, music and visual art with which
architecture has almost nothing in common (Goethe and every architect who's

described himself an artist notwithstanding). Though buildings certainly have

aesthetic contours, they are built from economics, politics and ego. Most newspa-

pers in America are shy about mixing the news from those realms with opinion

except on the editoria-l pages. Hence, the handfuI of newspaper architectwe critics

-fewer than 5o in the country-labor in a kind of limbo: They are able to push

the arts pages only so far toward the powers that define architectue, and the news

pages only so far towards a judgement of aesthetics that, in the end, might really

matter. As much as the New York Times established the precedent of architecture

criticism with Huxtable's extraordinary work in the r96os, the paper has steadily

lowered that early high standard of newsiness, technical sawiness and fearless-

ness, fust with the tweedy, albeit well-written, work of Paul Goldberger and then

the obscure intellectual palpitations of Muschamp.

Don't get me wrong. I have enormous respect for many of my colleagues

around the country-to name a few, Blair Kamen atthe Chicago Tribune,David

Dillon at lhe Dallas Morning News and lohn King of the San Francisco Chronicle

(the latter being the only laborer in the field to label himself an "urban design

writer"). But none of them measrues up to my heroes: Huxtable at the Times, Allan

Temko at the 5.F. Chronicle and, in his heyday at the ViIIage Voice, Michael Sorkin.

Each wrote blistering criticism aimed at buildings and architects, but also at the

politicd and economic powers behind them. (Temko's incisive and often hilariously

funny work sometimes even appeared on the Ch)onicle's front pagel Reading

Sorkin, I often wondered how he avoided being buried in a bag of lyme in a New

Jersey landfill.) Sadly, for now, that kind of newspapering and political dialogue

has fallen out of fashion when it comes to architecture.

In my own writing on Portland, I've been both blessed and cursed. Like a head-

strong kid determined to get his way, I wore down my editors at fhe Oregonian,
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who were reticent to back a full-time architecture beat. But I think I may have

created a recipe worth considering for establishing relevant architecture coverage,

at least by newspapers and cities with none. I've attempted to apply the lessons

of Huxtable and Temko but adapted it to Portland's polite culture, attempting to

sow seeds of architectural concern into the city's extraordinarily well-developed

culture of political participation. In over 12 years of part-time and full-time writing

on architecture, I've written only a handful of reviews of finished buildings and

have instead focused on projects before the city's design commission. I've written

nrunerous articles on the city's distinctive urban features, identifying opportunities

and pushing for unique architectural expressions. I've won some battles, for

instance, tossing the first rock in what eventually grew into a public stoning of a

proposal for a rz-story parking garage on a piece of land long designated to be a

public park. My relentless harping on the need for the best possible design solution

for Portland's soon-to-be-built aerial tram resulted in the city's fust international

design competition in 20 years.

But those successes diminish against the sad reality that Podland currently

has none of the political or economic clout and, more impodantly, none of the ego

to build any great architecture. Arguably only one significant work of architecture

has been built in Portland during my tenure-the Wieden + Kennedy Headquarters

by Allied Works. And I can safely say I played no role in its creation whatsoever. For

all my harping about the urgent need for great design, opportunity after oppor-

tunity has been squandered. Politicians and developers still aren't hiring great

architects. For the most part, they aren't even supporting good ones to do their

best work.

My solace? I have the best job I can imagine as a journalist in a city like

Portland. I get to write about things that will shape the city for decades. It's fun,

it's hard, it's an incredible responsibility and, in all earnestness, it's an honor. From

the number of readers I hear from each week, there is dearly a profound hunger

for a better world of buildings than those which architects, developers and polit-

icians are delivering. Few people understand how their world is being built, much

less howthey can participate in shaping it. Hopefully someday an opportunity

will come to mobilize this constituency behind something great, or at least the

possibility of it.

That's why Muschamp's performance was so deeply aggravating. He had his

chance - and ours - to play that role. He began, but then he quit.

Randy Gragg writes on architecture, urban design and urban history for The lregonion, Portland's
daily newspaper. He has written on design for a wide array of magazines including: Architecture,
Architecturol Record, Metropolis, Americon Heritage, Horper's and the lVew YorkTimes Mogozine.

A Conversation with David Dillon
The following is on excerpt from o conversotion between ARCADE ond Dovid Dillon on the subject
of the current stote ol orchitecturol criticism.

One role of a critic is to act as an intermediary between the profession and the

public, translating the ideas of one into the language ofthe other. The public cares

intensely about the built environment, and is hungry for information on design.

Critics can ask the tough questions that others, for various reasons, cannot. They

create a forum for discussion of design, which is essential to any growing city.

Architecture is, after all, the most public of the arts and ought to be the focus of
public discussion.

I've been supported by the Dallas Morning News. I'm not limited in what I

write, and feel that I have advocates at the top. I've been threatened with lawsuits

a number of times, and the paper has always stood behind me. Unless an opinion

is intentionally inaccurate or malicious, it's probably protected by the First

Amendment. It's essential that a critic raise the bar of public discourse' It's impor-

tant to have support from the top, but a journalist can't be afraid to express strong

opinion just because it might be controvelsial. They have to get their facts right,

they shouldn't take the cheap shot, but critics are paid to make judgments, not

please or appease their audience. If you want to be liked, don't be a critic. You have

to make the hard calls.

There's a lot of good design and art in Seattle, such as McCaw Hall, Steven

Holl's Chapel at the University of Seattle, Koolhaas's new Seattle Central tibrary.

This is serious work that deserves to be talked about. Architecture in Seattle is

news, not esoteric mumbo-jumbo. The city's lack of informed architecture criticism

in its papers, or strong voices for the built environment, is not so different from

Dallas in the late r97os and early r98os. The city was being rebuilt overnight, and

nobody was sayrng anything about it. Seattle shouldn't be reading about its cul-

tural life only in the New York limes or the Dallas Morning News. There should be

challenging local analysis-responsible journalism-of the local culture, which

includes architecture. Seattle should be proud of what it is doing and willing to

examine everything-the good, the bad and the ugly.

There are maybe a dozen newspapers in the country that have a dedicated

architecture beat. Many others use their arts writer to cover architecture. I don't

see the ranks growing but this may be a result of the economy. Architectural

criticism shouldn't be labeled elitist; it's basic stuff, and should be accorded the

same status as education, business and political affairs.

A city is diminished without strong public opinions. If no one's willing to

step up to the plate and make the tough calls, then everything turns to mush.

Architectural journalism is both news and opinion. It presents an image of

the city.

David Dilton has been the architecture critic Ior the Dollos lllorningiVews since 1983. He has

written ten books, the new plan for Washington DC, Extending the Legocy, and the new plan for
the White House and President's Park. He is a contributing editor to both Archilecturol Record

and Lo ndscope Architectu re.

All the Architecture That's Fit to Print
ItItITCHEtT SCHWARZER

We often lament the dearth of newspaper criticism on architecture. Out of hun-

dreds of dailies in America less than fifteen have an architecture critic on staff.

The papers that employ an architecture critic don't even run many artides. For the

American public who read newspapers architecture is a word and world rarely

encountered. Of course, architecture is feted and fussed over in professional and

academic journals. But the ranks of these journals have shrunk in recent years,

and they have never held crossover appeal for the general public.

The reason for the paucity of newspaper architectural reviews is that the

format has little to do with the immediate decisions of readers. Architecture simply

doesn't fit the marketplace style of the daily paper. A comparison with coverage

of the other arts exposes this situation.

An unlimited number of copies can be made of a work of literature, music

or film. Books, cds or dvds are meant to be sold. Newspaper reviews help sell them,

or discourage their sales. In addition to describing a work, book, music, or film,
reviews recommend consumer action. We don't go to all the movies we read aboul

nor do we buy all the books that we peruse in the book review section of the paper
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But in reading these reviews we are attentive to the possibility of a purchase.

In the other visual arts, newspaper reviews are also directed toward some

rction on the part of the reader. Most paintings or sculptures are written about as

part of a larger exhibition, not as solo works. A gailery is showing the work of an
rrtist. or a museum is mounting a thematic or monographic exhibition. In either
:ase, a consumer purchase lurks as an option. one might go to the gallery and buy
>ne of the works in question. or one might purchase a ticket to the museum. The

rossibilities for procuring reproductions of the works aiso count as strong incen-
.ives for the reader / consumer.

Newspaper reviews for these arts are accompanied by advertisements. Large

rarts of the book review section consist of ads for books, put out by presses.

the film section similarly lists theater showtimes and locations. Ditto with music.
/isual arts reviews are usually accompanied by gallery announcements. The

nenu becomes richer when we add the extraordinary synergy between restaurant
'eviews, restaurant ads, and other food-related stuff.

what about architecture? where is the consumer-oriented coverage of new
ruilding? where are the related advertisements? \A/hat would the ads even consist of?

Paradoxically, the most expensive of the arts to realize in finished form, archi-
ecture is the most invisible in the newspaper.

An explanation must start with architecture's essential attrj.butes. Buildings
rre fixed in place and singular in number. They can't be easily moved and possess

ittle exchange value as mobile commodities; the price of a building has almost
rothing to do with its artistic value and all to do with its location and spatial dim-
rnsions. what's more, buildings can't be reproduced as multiples; it's hard to collect

ruildings unless one buys them. while architects use reviews of their buildings
o court wealthy clients, the average newspaper reader is not about to commission

L bathroom remodel by Frank Gehry. Buildings also can't take on a life in perfor-

nance and ticket sales. Nor do many museums or galleries put on exhibitions of
Lrchitecture. The list of architecture curators at American museluns is even smaller

han the list of newspaper critics.

Architectural reviews present readers with a building that's not for sale, that
an't be reproduced, and that can't be moved: a building wedded to its place in the

andscape; a building alone, as it were, without a ticket booth or store.

But what about other sections of the paper? Aren't buildings regularly fea-

ured in the home/garden, real estate, and travel sections? Should these formats
,e considered a form of architectural criticism?

The home/garden section of the paper has blossomed in recent decades.

,rchitecture finds a place here, but not as a removed aesthetic object. Instead,

uildings become part of the flow of consumption and action. We read less about

rchitects'intentions and more about clients'desires. Readers become vicarious

esigners. It's not as if noteworthy buildings are entirely absent. It's just that they

ecome the "celebrity" models for individual dreams and decisions.

Newspaper readers look to the real estate section for advice on buying and

:Iling buildings. Again, the commentary here has less to do with aesthetic matters

ran with economic evaluation - location, square footage, zoning, condition, etc.

mid the facts and figures, though, real estate sections contain a great deal of
rchitectural and urban information. While sales blurbs stretch the truth in order

r entice buyers, columnists provide vaiuable write-ups on historic building types,

re history of city districts or the plans for future developments.

Important buildings and monuments are frequently mentioned in the travel

:ction. Yet only occasionally do new buildings stand out as the sole magnets for
urneys. Usually rvhen new buildings or bridges are highlighted, they are coupled

ith older buildings and urban environments, not to mention shops, restaurants,

:tractions, and lodging. Architecture again becomes part of a larger context, a

.re, among others, for readers to become tourists.

In the home / garden, real estate, and travel sections, buildings are coupled
with matters of consumption, lifestyle and entertainment. But where does that
orientation leave commentary on signature architects and their new buildings?
Must deeper architectural matters take a back seat to commodity-driven decisions?

There is a valuable role for architectural criticism of a deeper sort in the daily
paper. For the small number of enlightened newspapers that securely employ
architectural critics the issues discussed in this essay might not be pressing. yet for
the far larger number of dailies that feature practically no aesthetic coverage of
architecture something needs to be done.

As I hope my discussion of the other newspaper formats of architectural cov-
erage shows, the focused architectural review has a great deal to gain from these
sections'emphasis on individuality and context. Architectural reviews need to be

more marketable to the average newspaper reader. They need to connect more to
personal purchasing decisions. And they need to connect more to personal lifestyle
interests. Architectural reviews might expand their commentary on the larger
urban or suburban context and even offer suggestions for further touring and
reading. They might make more references to how a new building offers inspira-
tion for individual design initiatives, including matters Iike home or landscape

design. They might develop a rating system for buildings, as a way to categorize
the endless stretches of the built environment and make them enticing to readers.

Lastly, they might develop a series featuring the ten best local skyscrapers, houses,

commercial strips, freeways or parks.

By engaging the architectural review with the motivations of a reader,

newsPaPers might also be able to attract related advertisements. The architectural
review might then enjoy the more secure status of other arts'reviews. some writers
may worry that approaching the newspaper reader as a consumer will detract
from architectural analysis. But for all those papers that have no architectural
critique, isn't it worth experimenting with new formats? In the final analysis,

shouldn't communicating architecture to a larger public be our goal?

Mitchell Schwarzer is Professor of Architectural History and Chair of the Department of Visual
Studies at California College of the Arts. He is the author of the recent book Zoomscope:
Architecture in Motion ond Medio (2004), as wetl as numerous writings on architectural theory,
urbanism, and landscape,

A Conversation with Reed Kroloff
The lollowing is an excerptfrom o conversotion between ARCADE ond Reed Kroloff on the subiect
of the current state of orchitecturol criticism.

It is unconscionable that Seattle does not have a properly trained architecture

critic actively writing. Architecture is playing a considerable role in shaping that
city. To think that the papers would consider diminishing di.alogue is a breach of
responsibility. The AIA should be arguing passionately and bringing to bear the

weight of influential members to rectify this situation-marshalling the support

of anyone who will listen.

But the state of architecture criticism in Seattle draws a line under the fact
that architectural criticism in general in this country is virtually non existent.

There are people writing, but few of them are formally trained in the subject. Arts

writers end up writing about architecture. As a result, much of what is written
amounts to little more than descriptlon.

Critics are in a difficult position too, as there is a lot of money at stake here:

project costs, developers profits, architects incomes, and importantly, newspaper

advertising dollars. The amount of money that is spent on building dwarfs what

+5



Hollywood spends on movies; Newspapers are wary about irritating advertisers in

the building industry even though they seem to have no problem doing exactly

that in the entertainment business. Other reviewers - movies, TV, theater - feel

no compunction about speaking candidly about their subjects. Perhaps their

advertisers don't get up in arms.

The largest part of the problem is that very few people really understand

or value architecture. It's only recently become something of a fashion item, and

that's primarily because the media is fascinated with star architects, not how

architecture knits a city together. It's problematic that we can't get the public to

understand the value of design. The Europeans are generally more enlightened on

this subject. There's more design education, closer proximity in cities, historical

understanding, etc.

The profession of architecture itself has an ambivalent relationship to criti-

cism. Architects claim they want criticism and dialogue, but few are willing to

accept anything that can be construed as negative. This is true for a number of

reasons. Architects correctly see their position in the economy as precarious and

thus believe that negative press threatens it. Secondly, many of them have egos

that can't tolerate forthright discussion of their work. That's too bad, and flies in

the face of their training, which is based on critical analysis. Another chilling

influence on all of this is the American Institute of Architects (AIA). They will try
to put an end to anything they perceive as being harmful to the profession; that

includes any press that might be considered negative. Although local chapters are

often better about this than the national office, they often find themselves in a dif-

ficult position: trapped between a desire to extend the public conversation about

architecture and members who are unwilling to see anything negative about their

work (and at times any one else's work) in the press.

The question of opinion only becomes an issue when it's negative; How much

negative criticism the profession is willing to tolerate. I'm not naive enough to

believe that criticism has no effect on business. It can. However, unless a firm or

architect is regularly viewed poorly, which is unlikely in that very few buildings

or architects are ever discussed in the media, it's utter nonsense to suggest that a

single negative review is going to destroy a career. On the other hand, the critic is

not always in the right. Some who have won awards are third rate writers who are

not careful about what they say. A story must be balanced. If you simply beat the

architect about the head, you're motives will be questioned.

Reed Krotoff is the Dean of the School ol Architecture at Tutane University, and former Editor-in

Chief of Architecture magazine.

The End of an Era
i4ARK HIl{SHAW

First of all, let me say that I do not consider myself an "architectural critic" in the

typical sense of the term. In my wdting, I've always been more fascinated with
design as a social art than a visual art. For the most part, I have talked about the

extent to which buildings and spaces have contributed to their context, building

community, and broadening choices. Although I appreciate, and often comment

on, aspects of composition and proportion, these are of less interest to me.

Furthermore, I prefer to talk about changes and trends in patterns of develop-

ment rather than singular buildings. Certainly, at times, my writing has focused

upon individual structures, but usually because they signal - to me at least - a

significant addition to the urban setting as a whole. I prefer to discuss how design

and the design professions can offer exemplary additions to town centers, neigh-

borhoods, streets and blocks.

ON ABCHITECTURAL CBITICISM

For the most part I prefer to highlight good examples of design rather than

lay into bad ones. The world is filled with awful buildings and mind-numbing

places. To find examples of those is relatively easy. Of far more value, I believe, is

to bring attention to efforts to produce thoughtful design.

Finally, although I know that designers read my articles, the audience for

my writing in the mainstream press has been the general public. I have viewed my

role not as an arbiter of architecture as a "high" art form, but as a translator ofthe

changes and choices occurring in the region. And I have been very touched over

the years by comments from readers expressing appreciation for my presentation

of various projects.

Most readers, however, may not have noticed that my recent pieces for the

Sunday limes have been limited, with regard to both frequency and subject

matter. The regular monthly appearance was reduced a couple of years ago to six

or seven times a yeE[ at irregular intervals. More seriously, I was limited to the

subject of housing, as this fit into the section titled Home / Real Estate. Although

I could occasionally stretch this to include neighborhoods, my proposals to cover

public buildings and other structures of significance - as I did for a decade-were

met with silence.

But I have had a great run with The Seattle limes-spanning more than

12 years. I've covered an amazing period in the history of the Puget Sound. Seattle

and its surrounding communities have learned to become real cities, with density,

diversity and dynamic centers.

It has been an endlessly fascinating phenomenon to observe and comment

on, this evolution from a place that seemed to be on the verge of endless sprawl

fifteen years ago but which is now going in a dramatically different direction.

And we are a better region not just because of public policies but because we have

such an incredible pool of design talent. I have thoroughly enjoyed finding com-

mendable examples of good work and giving due credit to the designers responsible.

But all good things must come to an end. Recently, The Times informed me

that I should no longer submit any articles. Apparently the management is consid-

ering other options, including having an in-house writer address the subject.

I hope this is more promising than it sounds, as I hold little hope that regular staff

journalists will understand anything more than superficial aspects of design. So

my stint at the paper appears to be over.

Unfortunately for the readers of daily newspapers, my departure, coincides

with two other events. The Times recently terminated the "Home of the Month"

program, despite 50 years of history with it. And Sheri Olsen has discontinued her

writing for the Post-Intelligencer (f.or entirely different reasons than my own). This

certainly leaves a huge hole in the coverage of design in the mainstream press.

I suppose we can continue to count onThe Weekly or The Stranger for an occa.

sional acerbic article on some prominent public building. And ARCADE provides

a valuable forum for those keenly interested in design issues. But a broader expla-

nation of the role of architecture in our community and our society will be absent.

To me, this represents a huge loss to the region. The irony is that just when

we are witnessing a wide-spread and growing interest in good design, as seen in
arenas such as civic buildings and neighborhood design review, the subject has

dropped offthe radar screen of the big daily newspapers.

I continue to write frequent pieces for Iandscape Architecture Magazine, as

does Sheri for Architectural Record. So, from a professional perspective the Seattle

design community has advocates. But it is tragic that the general public will have

few opportunities for understanding the important role of design in everyday life.

Mark Hinshaw FAIA FAICP is the Director of LMN Architects. In addition to writing tor The Seattle

Iimes, he has written for Architecture, Ploces, and Plonning Magazine, and he now writes fre-
quentty for Londscope Architecture Magozine. He also authored the book Citistote Seottle: Shoping

o Modern Metropolis.
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PIace
of Learning,
PIace
of Dreams
A History of the
Seattle Public Librory

John Douglas
Marshall

seattle Public Library's dazzling new central Library, designed by renowned Dutch
architect Rem Koolhaas, gained international notice even before the doors opened.
Yet the Library's new prominence came after more than a century of tumult, from
its itinerant existence in a pioneer boom town to its wired wonders in a world
technology center. John Marshall tells the remarkable story of the library's history
in this lavishly illustrated narrative that reveals important dimensions of seattle's
civic, architectural, and social history.

"Marshall has done a bang-up job of explaining exactly what it takes to create a

major metropolitan library system in a little under a century and a half. . . . written
with verve and clarity, Iit] is deeply informative about the foibles and aspirations of
our city." - The SeottleTimes

Published with the Seattle Public Library Foundation

Clothbound, 535.00

UNIVERSITY OF \TASHINGTON PRESS
PO. Box 50096, Seattle, \fA 98145 l-800-441-4115 www.washington.edu/uwpress

"A lot of ideas about good lighting.
I'Ye received funding based on

proposals I made after getting

advice from the lab."

lighting desi!n tab

Dan Aucr
Kiag County Housing Authority
Seattlc, VA

Consult with our technical staff, tour the Lab, and

learn about the latest energy-efficient lighting

technologies. Most services are offered complimentary

to anyone working on commercial lighting projects.
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. {ull scale mock-up studio

. lighting design reviews

. technical assistance

. model testing & analysis
o product demonstrations
. classes & tours
. library & online resources800.354.3864

www.lightingdesignlab.com
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sponsored by Seattle City Light and the
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
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Arthur Erickson's recent 80th birthday was a cause for civic ce[ebration in Vancouver, but the architect's most

important legacyfor his city may not be made of concrete and gtass. Yes, City Council has proclaimed a dayto

honor the designer born here in 1924, and yes, severaI hundred friends, fellow architects and former clients from

around the world convened at his serene University of British Columbia (UBC) Museum of Anthropology for a

private birthday dinner. But this is the least of it.

Arthur Erickson's most important loca[ [egacy may be how he changed the way Vancouverites

think of themselves, and abouttheir place in the world. By his words and by his example he has

constantly pushed the maturation of our wortd-view, and the effects of these efforts may be felt for

centuries. Ever since he started teaching architecture and designing houses a ha[f century ago,

Erickson has argued consistently for a high density, compact city-a place of diversity and of stan-

dards, where only the best wi[t do.

When this citywas sti[[ a rough-hewn vi[[age atthe edge of the rain forest, Erickson used good

humor, better buildings and biting words to dec[are that Vancouver needed to prepare for the gtobaI

metropolitan mantle that woutd be thrust upon us, [ike it or not. He steamed technocrats and befuddled politicos when

he declared that Vancouver should be planning for a metropotis of ten miltion at a time when only one mi[[ion [ived

here. "l've upped it to 15 mi[[ion" said the architect with a laugh, in a recent interview in his idyttic Point Grey garden.

Erickson alienated more than a few potentiaI private sector clients, at the same time goading severaI generations

of city planners and politicians with this straight talk, always balancing the visionary "make a city worthy of this setting,"

and with the pragmatic "deal with these urban issues before they deaIwith us." Erickson's wishes for his hometown

have been half won-the part about a high density, compact and diverse city-but the second half of his challenge,

dealing with high design standards, making a p[ace "where only the best witt do," remains just as elusive a half century

on. 0ur civic guardians have densified downtown by the numbers, but flounder at the more subjective tasks of promoting

fine design or improving the public realm. "lt's stitt jerry-buitt," he says, a rare flash of bitterness in his ctear b[ue eyes.

Withthisinmind,mybirthdaygifttoArthurEricksonisawriterlyone:aname,aword,alabe[. ARCADEreaders

who fo[[ow this cotumn wi[[ have read in the past few months about the globatspread of ideas associated with this city:

compact, high density urban living in consort with nature-the very issues with which the architect is [ong associated.

This movement of princip[es, this internationaI migration of ideas now needs a name. This phitosophy of city-buitding

can onty be catled "Vancouverism," but it is Arthur Erickson's name that shoutd be remembered every time the neolo-

gism is uttered. Here is the story of how Arthur Erickson's Vancouverism was invented. Between his WWII service in India

and Southeast Asia with British Intettigence, and his year-[ong transit of the Mediterranean basin after studying at

McGilt, Erickson had been exposed to a wide variety of cities, both contemporary and ancient.

Through the 1950s "l got fired from atl the top architects offices in Vancouver" as he puts it, exaggerating only a

little, then designed a few inftuentiaI houses. By the end of that decade Erickson was teaching architecture at UBC and

qrew increasingly interested in urban issues. "For the Community Arts Council, Geoff Massey and I studied hor,v ciown-

town's streets were orqanized. We trieci to augnrenl them in a iive.rbte way, and proposecl a [anguage of [andscape

types." 5er.,eraI other stLrdies folLowed - none implementei' hLrt aLi .rdoing to thejr grcwing arguments for a uralkabte,

drrnse downiown.
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Time and again, new arrivals to Vancouver have been the sponsors of visionary urban schemes too bold for us

locals, who, according to Erickson, "would rather go saiting." In the late 1950s the architect was engaged by an Irish
promoter "who wanted to buy up a huge hunk of the West End when there was no buitding ta[[er than six stories. We pro-

duced a scheme for the length of Engtish Bay that had towers soaring 80 and 100 stories, each with their own terraces."

Back in Dub[in, the promoter found his potential investors batking: "People here and there thought the idea was crazy."

A few years later, Erickson designed an earty high rise apartment tower for the West End, this time for an Egyptian

developer he had met on his post-graduation tour. 0ne of the finest demonstrations of Erickson's Vancouverism is the
office tower that fo[[owed this, headquarters for then Canadian-owned MacMi[[an Btoedet. "We had done a study of
Burrard and Georgia Streets, and we wanted the tower to defer to one of

our two potentiaI grand boulevards," says the architect. With its stiding

tower planes definrng the urban "room" of Georgia Street-forms that are

rendered in deepty-modelted and textured surfaces-the former Mac-Blo

Buitding shames every tower that has been constructed in the 35 years

since along this boutevard of broken dreams.

How crazy were Erickson's ideas of the 1950s and 60s? Go to Spanish

Banks and look back at the cuMng [ine of towers ftanking Engtish Bay and

False Creek, then compare this reality to Erickson's sketch, which appears in

his first book. The reaI city is a littte more randomized than the sinuously

curving dance of mega-towers Erickson had envisioned, but the architect,s

high-density prediction has been realized. It is entirety appropriate, there-

fore, that Erickson is now designing the last waterfront tower ever to rise

between the Cambie and Granvi[[e bridges. In modeI photographs and

computer renderings, the tower demonstrates a sinuous twist of its floors

and columns as it rises. This is Erickson's subtle visuatinflection, I am sure,

back to his unbuilt scheme of 40 years ago. Let's get it right this time-it
is my criticatjudgement that this tower needs to be ta[[er to complete its

form, serving as the [andmark Fatse Ireek demands, a [ate-arriying archi-

tectura[ leader for a squad of fo[[owers. Wit[ our planners and politicians

have sight enough for this?

The other maior project on his drafting boards is a museum for the

RoyaI Canadian Mounted Police CentenniaI Museum (RCMP) in Regina,

intended as a major tourist draw for a troubted city. Erickson and local

associate loe Pettick are trying to convince the nationaI constabulary that

the site they have picked for the museum is inadequate, and that the

ptanned showpiece shoutd be moved to an adjacent ptot.0f course, Arthur

Erickson is right- but wittthe RCMP have sight enough for this?

"Most downtowns are so much [arger than Vancouver's - we are realty an istand in the sea - so we can go so

much ta[[er," says Erickson. Increasingly conscious of his role in history, he concludes: "l am gtad Larry Beasley [director

of current planningl now reatizes that a number of us were saying this tong before he arrived."

More than any other individuat, that irascible, erudite, knight-errant who is Arthur Erickson is the author of

Vancouverism, an idea that wil[ shape the world much more than "The New Urbanism," its over-hyped cousin in the

marketplace of city-building. We should a[[ be thankfutthat we share this lerry-buitt is[and with a mind and spirit tike his.

'he Octogenaraan Oracle:
rthur Erickson Opinionizes on
rancouver and Vancouverites

,n our shared obsessions:

he ethos of Vancouverites has never changed. They are

pathetic about their wban envtonment-people here

re too easily distracted elsewhere, to the mountains, out
) sea."

n his compulsion for qualltlr:

uality in architecture has to do with technique and

atail -the craft of connection. It is missing from most

ancouver buildings, especially downtown. This could

: the Florence of North America - I want it to be the

:st - but Vancouverites too often scorn urban life."

On the future of Robson Square:

"I am appalled that UBC sacrificed the Robson Square

Theatre, recently cutting it up into little classrooms for
business programs that could have gone anlrwhere. We

should be making this the intellectual hub for the city,

not converting the Provincial offices south of Robson into
an awkward shopping mall, as some propose. Public uses

and spaces are important-this is a public building!"

On erqransion plans for the Vancouver Art Gallery:

"Kathleen Badels does not feel comfortable in the current

building, so my idea is that they should leave their his-

torical collections there - it remains the best address in
town -but move contemporary and temporary exhibi-
tions to a renovated Post Office at Georgia and Homer."

On architectural developments at Simon Fraser

Untversity after his original conception:

"SFU has commissioned some awful individual buildings

- such as the Engineering Building, with its dutter of

chimneys - but it pains me more to see the violation of
our overall plan with the current housing and commer-

cial development on BurnabyMountain-it is dreadful."

On why he has remained here, despite the above:

"This is the best place to live in the world, with the
mountains, the oceErn... you see, my criticism is often self-

criticism! But Vancouverites have yet to discover the power

of architecture to make what we have even better."

On the vdue of contrwerry:
"Some people - especially dients - have thought me too
controversid, but only by truth does anyone learn."
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IWill Never Dream About Shef i OISOn Again

For tiabitity purposes, and to save ARCADE's butt from disgruntted architects, the following

comments may not necessarily reflect the sentiments of the magazine. They may not even

reftect the writer's sentiments -'cause he don' wanna get his ass sued.

To better understand what you are about to read, I suggest you grab the last issue of ARCADE and jump to "Side

Yard" (22.4, p.44). There you will learn about my secret phobia of Sheri Olson, the architecture critic for the Seattle

Post lntelligencer. This dread turns into an obsessive dream that is only retieved by a phone ca[[ from Mark

Hinshaw, the architecture writer for the Seottle Times.l was rather pleased with the story, and later learned that

Sheri and Mark enjoyed it as wel[.

Wett, it looks tike I don't get to dream about Sheri anymore, or Mark for that matter. Word has hit the streets

that both will no longer be writing for their respective newspapers; and iust when they were on my radar screen

for biting social commentary disguised as [ight-hearted humor. I was just getting warmed up on them. For a

minute there I started wondering if my article was the reason they were no longer writing. Much to my disappointment I

have come to [earn that "Side Yard" did not influence their demise. I guess I stit[ have a ways to go.

Say what you want about those two, but they were the only writers for our [ocaI papers focusing on the built envi-

ronmentin a citythatis urbanizing at a btistering pace. It's my understanding thatthe Iimes needed more room for

garden artictes. I guess they feel ardently that even in this city, that is being transformed as we sip on our favorite

Starbucks lattes, it's more important to write about organic peas than what kind of Seattle we're creating. I made fun of

Mark's more [ighthearted approach to architecture critique in my dream article, but he had an important role in i[[umi-

nating high-quality contributions to the urban fabric of the city. Now I feel kind of guitty that I kicked proverbial sand in

his face.

You think that was bad, [et me teI you about Sheri. According to the gropevine, a localfirm who didn't [ike a

scathing critique she wrote of its design threatened to sue her. The P-Icouldn't tegatty back her up so she quit.I can't

name the firm because they might go after yours truty and then I'd never write for "5ide Yard" again! I can give you a few

hints though. Does Capitol Hitl ring a bett? I don't think Sheri wrote anything about the project that most of us wouldn't

say after a few beers. The firm's argument seems to be that the finaI design was a resu[t of pressure from the neighbor-

hood design review board. How low has Seattle architecture gotten that a firm would actua[[y blame a neighborhood

design review board for ending up with a [ousy prolect and then threatening tegal action against a journalist for expos-

ing its flaws. Ridiculous!

Architects shouldn't sue writers for saying their buildings are ugly, especiatty when they rea[[y are. And is there

anything more pitiab[e than hiding behind the neighborhood design board as an excuse for a mediocre buitding? I'm

stit[ pondering which part of this story is more disturbing: the state of urban design in Seattle, the neighborhood design

review process, the architecture firm, or a world of ravenous tiabitity lawyers?

This project is in one of the most serious urban locations in Seattle. Why did we end up with what we got? I guar-

antee this never would have happened in Portland. The design review would have done enough ass whoopin' on the

proiect that the artic[e might never have needed to be written and the helpless journatist sued. My advice to the firm that

threatened Sheri: Do better work next time!

We need serious urban projects in Seattle, not ftuffy tart stuff that passes the neighborhood design review. This

process ain't giving us the great urban city we were hoping for. We also need serious architecture assessment in the city.

My God, we all went through architecture schoot. We shoutd be used to a bit of constructive criticism. I never threatened

to sue my professor for ripping me in a crit.

I know they were nightmares, but I kind of miss my old Sheri 0lson dreams. They really kept me on edge and

motivated me to do better work. Sheri warned us not to do bad work and Mark pointed to the good stuff. I have att this

really funny material [eft to [ampoon them with in "Side Yard" that will go to waste. At least I'll sleep better llow. ,':,,:
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cdrsten Hbller Md Rosemoi€ fEkcl, 'Atmd & shobhd," 1997.
,rctallotion viry ot w6tem Bidge.
Photogruph by Mar'r w@ds.

WORKBY
Carsten Htiller and Rosemarie Trockel, Zoe Leonard,
Sarah Lucas, Shirin Neshat, Tony Oursler, Paul Pfeiffer,
Tracey Rose, Aida Ruilova, Thomas Schutte, Cindy Sherman,
Sam Taylor-Wood, NicolaVruwink, and others.

Through October 9

3412 Fourth Avenue South, Seattl€
206-438-7444

Thursday thrcugh sunday, n@n to six

Opening November 6, recent work by Anne Appleby, cary Hill,
carsten Hdller, Kim s@ja, steve McQueen, and CatherinL yass

360"modern provides interesting, pertinent, and
up to the minute information about IVlodern
Architecture, lVlodernism and real estate services
for those wanting to buy or sell a [Vlodern Home

Connect with the Modern Community at

www.360moderll.com

lvolken communicq
BRANDING / MARKETING . PR / NEW MEDIA / SIGNAGE woLKENCOMMUNtCA.COM / 206.545. 1696
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tight is the key to well being.
- Le Corbusier

9Tn\DiO LUK
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING DESIGN

zo6-284-34t7

www.studiolux.com

WORK TOGETHER STAND

ltrtllrGtllr

Audiovisual Consulting

u7"?i4& vt51*?4 r,{.} x*,aL:,ry

Sustainable Design

{_ k?i !"|mr 5 * L h3, Y\4\W*T

Technology Planning
.- 'E' rtfi.)inlr. :t

Electrical Engineering
'{.r;4.9UA* 

{.1.t *tN4 t'?4T; T'r kh?"T ? {sV t:li

Voice & Data Network Configurations
r?t r-r1/,i ztftitl-'-^hht /{

. ri. .t "..F,lt t . t.t6.li : t\)Lv4 r. 1 t | ; 4 Y Lfrr + * :vitit\4\\

Reliability Analysis

,74ffir, &5*. 0 W b, tg?4z rg RZr' &&lLtYt

Procurement

't

LNVT*Y

INTEFIPFIETIVE

l,,N f E H d..",G T , V iE

LEHFI]VIAN
CAIV1ERON
STUDIO
EXHIBIT PLANNING & BE$IGN

153 N,78 Street I Sstde,WA 98103
206.784.0555 | lcstudio@lehrmancameron.com
www leh rmancameron.com

Aih Foff$t $eneturrf €rrtry Jfidpufe at tlra Point De0uxr Zcq ,.,f4urrlwrt
in TacomaWA op*ku h Jr4 2001.
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Architectural Lighting Design
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Making great designs a reality for over 20 years

CHIRTER
cor{sTRucTtor

v 206.382.'1900
www.chartercon.com

2OO 4 WAS LA

fall expo
Healthy Landscapes:

Activity, Ecology, and Aesthetics

Friday October 8 8:00am - 5:00pm
Bell Harbor lntematonal Conference Center
For more info, check out www.wasla.org

PSU Stephen Epler Hill -Po*landll"b,i an
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Working landscapes, Lucia Pirzio-Biroli

DucEMBrn 2004
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Make sure your client's kitchen
lives up to its architecture.

E

henrybuilt kitchens

starting at S18,5OO*
henrybuilt.com

*lncludes full cabinet system for an average size kitchen with level one finishes. Each kitchen is
individually priced and designed, custom-fit and hand-built. For more information, visit us at

our showroom at 913 Western in Seattle, or online at www.henrybuilt.com

ARCADE rzor Alaskan Way, Suite zoo, Pier 56 Seattle, WA 98ror-29r3

www. ar c a d ej ournal. co nt

Non-Profit
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